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Swiss Travel System – The best way
to experience Switzerland.

Grand Train Tour of Switzerland.
The most beautiful panoramic routes.
The great train experience.
Switzerland’s panoramic routes never fail
to fascinate visitors. And the best way to
discover the delights of this small Alpine
nation is to travel on the Grand Train Tour
of Switzerland. The Grand Train Tour of
Switzerland is a unique travel experience.

It extends over 1,280 captivating kilometres
and comprises the most beautiful panoramic
routes across the country. The tour takes
travellers to all of Switzerland’s four language regions – through attractive towns
and villages, past glistening glaciers, lakes
and rivers, and over mountains. There is no

prescribed travel direction and the tour can
be started all year round from any point. It
is divided up into 8 route sections. And best
of all, travellers require only one ticket – the
Swiss Travel Pass.
myTravel Stamp Booklet.
Each client purchasing a
Swiss Travel Pass receives
a complimentary myTravel
Stamp Booklet. Collect
unique travel stamps, take
advantage from travel
coupons and participate
in a competition.

Luzern–Interlaken Express at Lake Lungern, Central Switzerland

Switzerland is home to the densest public transport network worldwide. It includes over 29,000 kilometres miles
of rail, road and waterway routes, making the remotest places of the country accessible. Public transport
operates as accurately and efficiently as the finely balanced wheels of a Swiss watch – whether for fast intercity
connections, relaxed journeys across Switzerland’s captivating countryside or exciting excursions to Alpine
altitudes of up to 3,500 metres.

Swiss Travel Pass

2 nd class

1st class

3 days

CHF 232

CHF 369

4 days

CHF 281

CHF 447

8 days

CHF 418

CHF 663

15 days

CHF 513

CHF 810

Swiss Travel Pass Flex

2 nd class

1st class

3 days in 1 month

CHF 267

CHF 424

4 days in 1 month

CHF 323

CHF 514

8 days in 1 month

CHF 467

CHF 742

15 days in 1 month

CHF 563

CHF 890

Bernina Express at the Lago Bianco, Graubünden

Zürich

Appenzell

Zermatt – St. Moritz
" 291 km � 7 h 47 min
St. Moritz – Tirano (Italy) –Lugano
" 183 km � 6 h 46 min
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Bern Flughafen

Lugano – Flüelen – Luzern
" 182 km � 5 h 30 min
St. Gallen – Luzern
" 125 km � 2 h 17 min

St.Gallen
Säntis

Montreux – Visp – Zermatt
" 148 km � 2 h 31 min

Zürich – Schaffhausen – St. Gallen
"133 km � 2 h 34 min

For bookings and enquiries, please visit
MySwitzerland.com/rail.

Zürich
Flughafen

Basel

Interlaken – Zweisimmen – Montreux
" 120 km � 3 h 5 min

Neuchâtel

Never miss a highlight.
The Swiss Travel Guide continuously provides facts about the Swiss Travel Pass and all included services
■■ Inspiration by more than 500 Swiss highlights, incl. museums, scenic routes and mountain excursions,
which can be added to the personal dashboard
■■ Attractive digital coupons for restaurants, guided tours and top attractions
■■ Personal travel statistics with integrated share function
■■ Offline access to important contact numbers for lost and found offices,
timetable information desk and the SBB police
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Luggage Services.
Specialized services designed to enhance
the entire vacation experience include
the luggage transportation solutions for
maximum comfort and convenience.
Ask your Rail Specialists for details.

Swiss Travel Pass prices 2019.

© SBB

500 museums nationwide as well as 50 %
reduction off most mountain railways.
Children under age 16 travel free of charge
when accompanied by at least one parent
holding a Swiss Travel System ticket.

Bellinzona

Lugano

Tirano
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The Swiss Travel Pass – all-in-one ticket.
The Swiss Travel Pass is the key to troublefree
travel by public transport throughout Switzerland. With a single ticket visitors can travel 3,
4, 8 or 15 days throughout the entire country
by train, bus and boat. The ticket includes the
popular panorama routes such as the Glacier
Express, Bernina Express, GoldenPass Line
and Gotthard Panorama Express, as well as
trams and buses in no fewer than 90 town and
cities. In addition, Swiss Travel Pass holders
are entitled to free admission to more than

For more information:
MySwitzerland.com/grandtraintour

30

Lausanne
Montreux Riviera

90

Lausanne, the Olympic Capital, Montreux Riviera, UNESCO-listed Lavaux
vineyard terraces, Glacier 3000, Chillon Castle, Chaplin’s World by
Grévin, Paddle Steamer Cruises CGN or MOB-GoldenpPass Line,
a few of our highlights not to be missed on your next trip to Switzerland.
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Ride down a snowy piste on a fat-bike in
Gstaad; Lausanne’s Aquatis – Europe’s largest
freshwater aquarium a hit with kids and
adults; Sneak peek behind a refrigerator door
reveals Le Frigo, a tiny hipster bar in Geneva;
Go medieval in Murten with eccentric cafes,
turrets and stone walls; Whisky tastes better
in Appenzell, the Swiss single-malt paradise;
A summer long wine extravaganza in Vevey,
a cultural heritage that only happens a few
times per century; Bauschanzli - the biggest
beer garden in Switzerland found in the heart
of Zurich; A trip to Bernese Oberland is
only complete when one visits a cow beauty
pageant; If Pierce Brosnan can do it, so can
you – bungee off the Contra Dam in Verzasca;
Ruby cocoa bean’s ruby chocolate created by
Barry Callebaut stands out on its own against
its dark and while chocolate counterparts.
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Inspire Me

Nine ideas to inspire you on your next trip to
Switzerland, from spectacular road-trips to
history and wellness.
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30 Where to Stay

Best known as a winter playground for jet
setters, the idyllic, chalet-village of Gstaad is
Switzerland’s summertime secret.

32

Style File

Sky-high summer shopping in St. Moritz:
from luxurious cashmere to bespoke leather
loafers, Switzerland’s chicest Alpine village is a
prime destination for summer shopping.

springs, Switzerland’s top resorts are the perfect
choice for wellness-focused travellers.
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Style Maker

YVY’s iconic designer Yvonne Reichmuth
shares her inspirations and tips for touring the
hidden gems of Zurich.
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Culinary Journey

With a cuisine all its own, Ticino offers both
rustic and refined dining options.

84 Art Scene

Art dynasty: When it comes to mind-blowing
art, sculpture and design, Basel is Europe’s big
ticket.

86 Wellness Travel

From alpine spa retreats to rooftop mineral

Venture into the 007 villain lair and film
location of ‘On Her Majesty’s Secret Service’
atop the Schilthorn.

Switzerland’s dramatic natural scenery is
complemented by extraordinary feats of
engineering that make rail travel in one of
the special Swiss scenic trains a must-do
experience.

100

Hiking Trips

Immerse oneself in nature’s cradle with hikes
along some of the world’s most beautiful lakes,
mountains and chalet filled villages.
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with history, and a welcome so warm will make you wish
Lucerne: The Art and Romance of the Alps packed
you never had to go home.
Lucerne is Switzerland’s hidden hot-spot. This lakeside beauty

48

Cool Zurich

Explore Switzerland’s biggest city, from the charming old town
to funky Zurich West, with Michelin-star food, stylish shops and
stunning swim spots.

54

Lausanne & Montreux – The Swiss Riviera

Having the Hots for Geneva

70

Heaven’s Gate

Surprising Geneva has an undeserved reputation for being all
work and no play, but scratch the surface and uncover the secrets
that the city has to offer, from the arts to gastronomy and so
much more.

Our comfort will
carry you.

Interlaken is a pearl nestled into the crown of the mystical
Jungfrau mountains full of Alpine vitality and stunning views.

Photograph by Ana Lui

Head for the hills of the Canton of Vaud for the most stunning
panoramas over Lake Geneva. Local wines and cheeses, towns

62

Furna, Graubünden, © Lukas Wälli

is cultured and vivacious capturing the traveller’s imagination
and heart.

View down the lake from Burgenstock
Hotel Resort restaurant terrace

Welcome to Switzerland. Find your perfect accommodation: MySwitzerland.com/accommodations
4 World Travel Switzerland Special

Editor’s Note

Paddle wheel boat cruise on Lake Genenva

I suspect that, despite being amongst the top few countries in the world, the Swiss do not suffer from
stress. Well, how could they? For starters, the Swiss milk chocolates are any-day stressbusters. Zurich
has its badis by the lake and river where the locals chill out with a glass of good wine and gorgeous views
- perhaps contemplating nature’s gifts. There are gorgeous treks, trails, lakes, valleys and parks found
almost everywhere that infuse you with wholesome goodness. The country’s cities range from charmingmedieval to cutting-edge modern; from small winding cobbled lanes with tiny, pretty shops to lakeside
walkways lined with sailboats. The country planned for its transport needs ages ago – the locals and
tourists alike can travel from any one point in the country to the other by train, bus or boat seamlessly,
irrespective of the season. They can even head up mountains with ease in their cog-wheel trains – taming
terrain that even today stumbles most countries. The Swiss also have access to the secret sauce - the
alpine fresh air. Let’s test this hypothesis – head to Switzerland with your family this year, dip yourself
in this Swiss secret sauce and tell us how you feel! Need inspiration on the destinations and experiences
that await you in Switzerland – read on in the pages that follow.

Vishal Jain
Editor-in-Chief

editor@wtravelmagazine.com
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Photograph by Vincent Sung
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y earliest, and probably the sweetest memory of Switzerland revolves around chocolates.
This was in the early ‘80s when the world was in ‘analogue’ mode, the television sets were
receiving shades of colour, assuming the antenna was tuned just right, and getting your
hands on a Walkman was the only accessory to look cool. It was during these glorious days
that I came in possession of my first Toblerone. A triangle chocolate bar in the shape of mountain peaks,
in a never-seen-before golden yellow triangle pack, with taste that kicked all the other chocolates out.
Revolutionary. Forget about finishing the whole bar, I took it to school the next day and casually flaunted
this discovery off to all my friends and get my ‘cool’ factor on. As the years progressed, our household’s
chocolate purchasing policy committee headed by my mother and seconded by myself recognised only
Swiss chocolates, with Lindt soon taking the top rank. I heard that someone in Switzerland recently
created a new ruby chocolate a year or so ago – from Ruby cocoa bean. Imagine that.
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Art and culture in Zurich: Zurich is the birthplace of the Dada art
movement, from here classic designs conquer the world, and
institutions such as the Opera House, the Kunsthaus or the Museum
für Gestaltung present a high-caliber cultural program.

zuerich.com/culture

#visitzurich

Culture,
Zürich,
Switzerland.

JUST IN
Latest in Luxury Experiences

TREAT YOURSELF
BEFORE FLYING

A FRESH LOOK AT FRESHWATER

Lausanne’s Aquatis opened in 2018 as Europe’s largest
freshwater aquarium and vivarium, boasting more than
10000 fish and 100 reptiles from all around the world. The
two-hour long tour is a fully immersive and interactive
experience that both kids and adults will find fascinating.
Switzerland is known for its outdoor activities, so on a rainy
day, Aquatis is a perfect escape. There are wallet-friendly
family tickets as well as discounted Monday visits and the
adjoining Aquatis hotel deals if you book online. When
you end the tour in the aquarium’s spectacular rainforest, a
glimpse of the rare Komodo dragon will alone justify the
price of admission. aquatis.ch
Lausanne’s Aquatis

TWO-WHEELING IN WINTER
THINK WINTER IS ALL ABOUT SKIING? THINK AGAIN! SADDLE UP ON A FAT-BIKE IN

GSTAAD, HOME TO THE WACKY FAT-TYRED CYCLES THAT MAKE RIDING DOWN A SNOWY
PISTE CHILD’S PLAY. WITH OVERSIZED TYRES AND A SUPER STURDY FRAME, FAT-BIKES CAN
BE TAKEN ON MOST OF THE REGION’S MANY WINTER WALKING TRAILS AND ARE NO MORE
DIFFICULT TO MANAGE THAN A TYPICAL MOUNTAIN BIKE. AT SPARENMOOS, YOU’LL FIND
A SNOWY CYCLING PARADISE WITH MULTIPLE RUNS AND CIRCULAR TOURS. IF YOU’RE
LUCKY ENOUGH TO BE IN TOWN IN LATE JANUARY, CHECK OUT THE SNOW BIKE FESTIVAL,
THE FIRST RACE OF ITS KIND. HAD A LOOK AND STILL HAVE THE GUTS TO TRY IT OUT? FATBIKES CAN BE RENTED AT ALL SPORTS STORES IN THE REGION. GSTAAD.CH

SWITZERLAND‘S FINEST SPEAKEASY

Behind a carefully hidden door, a unique cocktail awaits

Yes, hipsters have finally made it to Geneva. Finish off a day of sightseeing
in the old town in the Cirque neighbourhood, home to several trendy bars
and cafés. At Bleu Nuit, diners can feast on a small, carefully curated menu
serving fresh, local ingredients. But beforehand, sneak into their speakeasy,
Le Frigo. Hidden behind a vintage refrigerator door, the tiny bar is known
for its sassy creations and speakeasy feel. Sweet talk the bartender and let
her know your tastes for a custom cocktail prepared with pizazz. Don’t
miss the Orient Express, a melange of spiced gin, bergamot liqueur, egg
white and cardamom bitters and frothy enough to leave a slight moustache.
bleunuit.ch
10 World Travel Switzerland Special

Light up your night with a custom cocktail

Photographs by Gstaad Saanenland Tourismus, Aquatis Aquarium-Vivarium Lausanne & Cerise de Carvalho

Riders enjoy sport and scenery on fat-bikes

Fish are the main attraction at this Lausanne aquarium

JUST IN LATEST IN LUXURY EXPERIENCES

BUNGEE LIKE BOND, IF YOU DARE
Soar into Switzerland’s breathtaking Verzasca valley

MORE MYSTERY, MORE
HISTORY, MORAT
AMBLE THROUGH THE 800-YEAR OLD

MEDIEVAL TOWN OF MURTEN (MORAT), WHERE
ECCENTRIC CAFES ARE ENCIRCLED BY A

HISTORIC TOWN WALL. MURTEN IS ONE OF

ONLY A HANDFUL OF ZÄHRINGER CITIES, BUILT
IN A PARTICULAR (AND LOVELY!) STYLE BY THE
ZÄHRINGEN NOBLE FAMILY OF SWABIA (NOW

Only the brave dare this thrilling bungee feat

Channel your inner James Bond with a kick! Let Goldeneye be
your inspiration as you bungee jump from the Contra Tenero
Dam in Ticino, just like 007 in the movie. Also known as the
Verzasca Dam, the structure spans the gorgeously green valley of
the same name, with narrow, rocky cliff walls adding to the thrill
of the jump. If diving off a 200-ft bridge with a cord tied around
your ankles isn’t on your wish list, spend the day hiking the winding trails that lead up to the dam, feasting on buckwheat-infused
polenta and grilled pork chops in a rustic mountain grotto along
the way. If you do decide to take the plunge, trekking companies offer different types of bungee activities—with jumps from
forward to backward, to feet first (for experienced jumpers only!).
ticino.ch

GERMANY), WHO ONCE RULED THIS PART OF

THE COUNTRY. WALK ALONG THE STONE WALL,
THE VIEWS OF THE MURTENSEE, THE TOWN’S
BEAUTIFUL LITTLE LAKE AND MONT VULLY,

THE VINEYARD-COVERED MOUNTAIN ON THE
OTHER SIDE. ACTIVE VISITORS CAN TAKE A

SWIM IN THE LAKE OR HEAD TO THE NEARBY

PAPILLIORAMA IN KERZERS, WHERE TROPICAL
GARDENS BOAST SWARMS OF COLOURFUL
BUTTERFLIES. REGIONMURTENSEE.CH

Quaint Morat is a well-preserved medieval village.

Photographs by Appenzell.ch, Alessio Pizzicannella, AsconaLocarno , Sam Ferrara, Ticino Turismo & Rubychocolate.com

CLIMBING UP TO A TURRET OR TWO. TAKE IN

Val Verzasca is home to beautiful blue swimming holes

WHISKY ON THE ROCKS

Switzerland’s Alpine Whiskytrek is a trail worth toasting to

PRETTY IN PINK

Move over Scotland—Appenzell, nestled at the foot of the Alpstein range,
is Switzerland’s very own single-malt paradise! Walk the Whiskytrek, billed
as the world’s highest whisky tour, to sample the Säntis brand’s varied spirits while taking in green peaks and the chime of cowbells. The trek includes
26 mountain restaurants that each serves a unique whisky direct from the
barrel. Whiskys are more concentrated the higher in altitude they are kept,
so variations in flavour and strength make each whisky truly unique. Hikers
who collect and purchase samples from all 26 locations will be rewarded
with a finisher’s trophy upon submitting a voucher book. The complete
walk follows the Royal Tour of the Alpstein and is 84 km long—which
is why most guests opt for simple day hikes with less walking and more
whisky. whiskytrek.com

SWEET TOOTH? SAMPLE RUBY CHOCOLATE, THE NEWEST TYPE OF THE CREAMY TREAT THAT IS 100%
NATURALLY PIGMENTED. IT IS THE NEWEST ADDITION TO CHOCOLATE TYPES SINCE THE INTRODUCTION OF WHITE CHOCOLATE OVER 80 YEARS AGO. CREATED BY BARRY CALLEBAUT, A SWISS-BELGIAN CHOCOLATIER, ITS RECIPE AND PRODUCTION METHODS ARE A CLOSELY GUARDED SECRET.
MADE FROM THE RUBY COCOA BEAN, IT KEEPS ITS PRETTY PINK COLOUR AFTER PROCESSING. BE
PREPARED FOR A SLIGHTLY FRUITY, TANGY BERRY FLAVOUR, MARRIED WITH SMOOTH CREAMINESS. ALTHOUGH THIS NEW DESSERT IS A MUST ON EVERY FOODIE’S AFTER-DINNER PLATE, THOSE
WHO FANCY A QUICK, SWEET TASTE OF THE PINK NEWCOMER CAN PURCHASE A RUBY KITKAT IN
The famous Aescher Wildkirchli is a stop on the Whiskytrek
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Sweet, tangy ruby is the newest chocolate creation

CONVENIENCE STORES AND VENDING MACHINES ACROSS SWITZERLAND. BARRYCALLEBAUT.CH
Switzerland Special World Travel 13

JUST IN LATEST IN LUXURY EXPERIENCES

Jungfraujoch

A FÊTE TO BET ON

Scenic Switzerland gears up for the wine festival of a generation
Fête des Vignerons 2019, Vevey is a summer-long wine extravaganza
that only happens a few times per century. Recognised on the UNESCO
list of intangible cultural heritage, if you don’t see it this year you’ll
have to wait another two decades or so. The event runs from 18 July to
11 August 2019 and takes place in the specially constructed 20,000 seat
arena in the main town square, Place du Marché, next to Lake Geneva—that’s lac Léman in these parts. Be sure to try a glass of the wine
created specifically for the event, which uses grapes from every single
village in the region. With the fendant flowing and the music pumping,
the reserved Swiss put on their party hats. This summer, what happens
in Vevey, stays in Vevey!

TOP OF EUROPE

To Europe's highest railway station · 3454 m. Your day excursion will take you upwards. Constructed at the turn of the 20th century,
the station complex gives you unrivalled views across the vast 'Sea of Ice' glacier world. A world of ice and snow.

Photographs by Cambrian Catering, Fete des Vignerons & Swiss-image.ch

The show to end all shows is in Vevey this summer

Bauschaenzli is synonymous with good times and great beer

POLKA LIKE YOU MEAN IT

Everything that’s old is new again at Bauschänzli
Trendy Zurich isn’t all about expensive nightclubs and hipster coffee joints. A taste of cultural history can be found at Bauschänzli,
an artificial island in the heart of the city that doubles as the largest
beer garden in the country. With any luck, an brass oompah band
will be playing your favourite folk tunes. Dine on a tasty grilled
bratwurst or cervelas, the Swiss national sausage, accompanied by
a crusty Bürli roll and spicy mustard. Or, sit down under the enormous, shady chestnut trees for a full-service meal featuring Zürcher
specialities. Share a bottle of white wine or wash it all down with a
pint of hoppy beer— but be sure to partake in enough liquid courage to get you dancing the polka with local couples.
bauschaenzli.com

Interlaken
THE GATEWAY TO JUNGFRAU

ADVENTURE CAPITAL OF EUROPE

MEET MISS NICE UDDERS

Cow beauty pageants are mother’s milk to the Swiss

Did you know that some female cow breeds have horns?

Udderly fantastic! Visit a cow beauty pageant in the Bernese Oberland or
other mountainous region across Switzerland, where locals gather to scope
out the most beautiful bovines. Cow-themed events are ever-popular in
the Alpine nation—from the traditional parties for the ascent and descent
of the cows to higher pastures, to cow-fighting competitions in Valais. But
when you’ve seen them all, the Ms Universe of the Alps is an unusual treat.
Listen to folk music while sipping wine and sampling tasty, local cheese,
with a view on a parade of handsome cows. There are strict rules for competitors, including no blow-drying of the contestants’ hair and no vaseline
on their teeth (for a shiny smile?). Winners, including Miss Nice Udders,
usually receive a massive, hand-forged Treichel bell that takes the strength
of several farmers to put on. myswitzerland.com

www.interlaken.ch

www.jungfrauregion.swiss

jungfrau.ch

INSPIRE ME 9 WAYS TO SEE SWITZERLAND

9 WAYS
TO SEE
SWITZERLAND

SKY-BURSTING ALPINE PEAKS, MEMORABLE
ROAD TRIPS, AND SPORTS TO TAKE YOU OUT
OF YOUR COMFORT ZONE, PLUS FANTASTIC
FOOD AND DRINK: SWITZERLAND IS REALLY
BURSTING WITH LIFE.
BY MIKE MACEACHERAN
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Photographs by Switzerland Tourism, Silvan Widmer

The Julier Pass

INSPIRE ME 9 WAYS TO SEE SWITZERLAND

ROAD
TRIP
The Grand Tour of Switzerland; an astounding roadtrip through the Alps

TIME-TRAVEL

See castles, cathedrals and clock towers on a walk through history
There are two Switzerlands.
One is the super-efficient,
business-like country
renowned for its booming
economy and banks. The other
is a crossroads of lesser-known
stories where Romans, Savoy
lords and WW2 fighters left
their indelible mark.
Nowhere is such
compelling history more
apparent than in Bern,
Switzerland’s story-riddled
capital. The entire core of
the 12th-century Old City is
worthy of UNESCO status
and there is a sense everyone
is aware of just how beautiful
their medieval map is. To see

18 World Travel Switzerland Special

its most captivating landmarks,
don’t miss the Zytglogge
Clock Tower, the late-gothic
Bern Minster Cathedral, or the
renaissance fountains.
From here, it’s an easy
hop west by high-speed train
to Veytaux and Chateau
Chillon, the most visited
castle in the country. There’s
a perfect marriage of history
and environment here and the
pomp on display encourages
Game of Thrones-style
discovery. There are great
halls and courtyards, accounts
of the Counts of Savoy who
controlled the fort and a moat,
arsenal and prison to explore.

All of this is backed by the
glimmer of surrounding Lake
Geneva and mountains of
rock, ice and snow in the far
distance.
Elsewhere, it’s not too hard
to slip farther back in time.
Once the capital of Roman
Helvetia, the town of Avenches
has a fully-functioning Roman
amphitheatre, which hosts
an opera festival, while the
landmark Abbey of Saint Gall
in picture-postcard St Gallen
to the east lets you wander
through living history. It has
a rococo library and one of
the world’s most beautiful
book collections. At Sasso

San Gottardo in Ticino,
Switzerland’s Italian-speaking
canton, history is far better
hidden. Here you’ll find a
former secret military bunker
built in WW2, nowadays open
as an intriguing museum.
Too much to take in? Focus
on Zurich instead and spend
a few hours casually dipping
in and out of the collection at
the Swiss National Museum.
With more than 840,000
artifacts, there are dozens of
national treasures, as well as
galleries dedicated to some
of Switzerland’s favourite
pursuits — sledging and
making watches.

Photograph by Switzerland Tourism - Ivo Scholz

Clockwise from left, Spring evening panorama
of the old town Bern; Evening view by the
Chillon Castle Veytaux; Abbey Library St. Gallen
Opposite, The sphinx on the Jungfraujoch
(3571m). Inside is the highest railway station in
Europe, hence the nickname ‘Top of Europe’
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While meandering through a maze of
mountain passes, cruising along quiet
alpine lakes, and charming timber houses,
endless stretches of asphalt offer a look
inside the pure Swiss soul. A marvellous
road trip route The Grand Tour of
Switzerland takes you on a thrilling ride
along with alpine beauty.
The Grand Tour of Switzerland contains
over 1000 miles of panoramic roads and
12 UNESCO World Heritage sites, making
it a road trip of mythic proportions. Not
only will you witness some surreal scenery
and fairytale-like towns like Geneva and
Lucerne, this experience also comes with

the comforts of soothing Swiss delicacies.
At 51 designated outlets along the route
you can collect your Grand Tour SnackBox; a picnic package of your dreams
with Swiss chocolate, cheese, and fruit
juices freshly squeezed from the yards
on the country’s rolling hills. To promote
eco-friendly travelling through the Alps,
the architects of this route have installed
enough charging stations to complete
the entire Grand Tour by e-car. Once
the car is filled up and it’s time to hit
the high roads again, you won’t get lost
thanks to the GPX maps of the Grand
Tour, downloadable for any navigation

device. This road trip enables travellers
to experience a staggering and wild
adventure, without losing the comforts of
a ritzy holiday. The Grand Tour leads to
several fascinating cities. Zurich with its
lush wellness heaven The Dolder Grand
Spa, Geneva with boat tours on its pristine
lake and an exquisite private lunch under
the shade of vines, and Basel with its rich
art museums and medieval architecture.
The perfectly planned routes, signages and
stops translates to a carefree drive along
Europe’s most beautiful and scenic roads.
For more information : www.
myswitzerland.com/grandtour

Grand Tour of Switzerland view to the Saentis on the
Schwaegalp in the canton
of St. Gallen
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INTO THE MOUNTAINS

A Freerider en route in the Verbier region

ALPINE HIGHS

From tennis to ice hockey to skiing, the Swiss know more than most about how to keep active
Roger Federer. The Olympic Museum. FIFA. And let’s not forget the
Spengler Cup, the world’s oldest invitational ice hockey tournament,
or the Bol d’Or Mirabaud, the world’s largest inland lake regatta.
These are just some of the names and events that underline
Switzerland’s obsession with all things sport.
Begin by swotting-up on history at the Olympic Museum in
Lausanne. As the International Olympic Committee is based in
the city, the museum provides a nuts and bolts overview of the
competition’s history, including a hall dedicated to Olympic torches
and enough sports memorabilia to fill several stadia. Zurich,
meanwhile, is home to the world’s football governing body FIFA
and its FIFA World Football Museum presents the highs and lows of
the world’s most popular sport in high-tech glory. For the ultimate
Instagram post, grab a selfie with its most famous exhibit — the
original World Cup trophy.
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Dominating sporting life are the seasons. While lakes become
summer playgrounds for sailors and parks give over to the de facto
national sport tennis (blame Federer for that one), the mountains
amp up the drama in winter. There are scores of ski resorts,
thousands of kilometres of pistes and Nordic tracks to test yourself
on. For off-piste powder turns, consider mega resorts Verbier,
Engelberg, Davos or Laax, while Zermatt, St Moritz and Gstaad
are favourites for another sport entirely — window shopping at
luxury boutiques.
Those with an eye on something a little different might want to
spectate at a boisterous ‘schwingen’ competition. Native to Alpine
Switzerland, it meshes wrestling with traditional sumo, turning
farmers into folk heroes as they try and knock their opponent out
from within a sawdust circle.

Photograph by Switzerland Tourism - Grant Gunderson, Sebastien Staub

By gondola, cable car or funicular, Switzerland can
transport you to an entirely different world

The Sphinx on the Jungfraujoch, Top of Europe

Thrills, spills and high Alpine chills: Switzerland has some of the
world’s most fabulous mountain rides and every year new projects
take visitors into new frontiers. Many are record-breaking modes of
transport, but they all share one thing in common: whether big or
small, they are all mean feats of engineering.
One of the greatest journeys is the seemingly-impossible funicular
ride through the heart of the Jungfrau to the “Top of Europe’
panorama at 3,454m. Take the train from Interlaken Ost station,
before climbing to Kleine Scheidegg ahead of a ride on the hourly
Jungfrau Railway. If the ascent into a world of rock, snow and ice
doesn’t steal your breath, consider the train was first built in 1912 and
you’ll disembark at the highest rail station in Europe.
For a bird’s eye view, the nearby 6km Grindelwald-Männlichen
Gondola Cableway is one of the world’s longest cable-car rides and
offers a face-on view of three bumper-to-bumper Bernese peaks:
the Eiger, Jungfrau and Mönch. Also consider Appenzell’s Ebenalp
air tram — it affords access to consistent thermals for experienced
paragliders and is a mesmerising spectacle for those who prefer to
keep their feet on the ground. On summer weekends, the skies fill
with coloured chutes and high fliers.
The Matterhorn Express is another record breaker in far-flung
Zermatt. Not only is it the world’s highest 3S cableway, but by
connecting Trockener Steg with the Klein Matterhorn at 3,883m, it
deposits you at Europe’s highest cable car station. Needless to say,
the Insta-worthy view absorbs dozens of the Alps’ grandest peaks.
Finally, no visit to Switzerland is complete without a ride on one
of the many ‘Buiräbähnli’, box-size gondolas run by local farmers.
With around 40 or so, the Engelberg Valley is renowned for such
vintage contraptions, seeing them first introduced to help bring
supplies from the valley floor up to the loftiest of Alpine peaks. There
are three cableways to try in the village of Oberrickenbach and one
in Wolfenschiessen, making it possible to zig-zag across the river
valley without once crossing a road.
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TIME TO SLOW DOWN
Don’t be fooled by Switzerland’s brisk manner
— this is a country that equally loves to relax

Picture the scene. A sunlit morning, wisps of clouds floating past a
crowd of 3,000m peaks. You take a deep breath and you feel as if you’ve
filled your lungs with more than just air — they’re full of opportunity.
It’s a little melodramatic, but this is the Swiss attitude to wellness and
as the pioneer of medical tourism, the country teems with luxury spas
and medicinal thermal baths.
The big ones to consider are Grand Ragaz and Bad Zurzach, both
located in the Rhine Valley and with long traditions as thermal hangouts.
At Bad Ragaz, thermal waters bubble up from inside the deep Tamina
Gorge, while the town of Bad Zurzach is punctuated with spa resorts, as
well as health centres, a medical wellness centre and a rehab clinic.
Check your history books and you’ll learn Davos was the first place
in Europe to instigate wellness breaks, prompted by hoteliers opening
sanatoria to combat the ill effects of tuberculosis. Today, this story
continues anew at the time capsule Schatzalp Hotel in Davos in the
shadows of Zauber Berge, or the ‘Magic Mountain’. Originally, it was
made famous by German novelist and former guest Thomas Mann.
For a more up-to-date spa escape, check into the multi-million
mountaintop Bürgenstock Resort, a project built on a scale Switzerland
has never seen before. Spa goers will love the choice of four hotels
(purpose-designed with wellness in mind), a cliff-top spa, nine-hole golf
course and a dozen restaurants.
Finally, Leukerbad has a mentality that’s more easygoing
Mediterranean than efficient Swiss. People here get all wrinkly at the
largest thermal spa resort in the Alps, which in real terms means 3.9
million litres of bubbling thermal waters to soak and soothe in. It’s as
much of a balm as the mountain air and soul-stirring views.

With pizza, pasta and lakeside chic, Ticino is the best of Italy in microcosm

Ticino’s prettiest tourist towns Locarno and Ascona make for a fabulous Italian-influenced interlude on any Grand Tour of
Switzerland.
Once part of the Roman Empire, Ticino was long a buffer between the Germanic peoples north of the Alps and Italy to
the south, only becoming part of the Swiss Confederation in the late-15th century. Today, it feels as Italian as nearby Lake
Como or Milan, and yet is a little more gentrified and all the better for it.
After exploring the lakeside boutiques and restaurants of Ascona and Locarno (home to the renowned International Film
Festival every August), delve deeper into the canton’s rustic heart by discovering its wild canyons and mountains. The
Vallemaggia is home to a grappa-clear river, while Valle Verzasca has quiet hamlets, beautiful hiking trails and Europe’s
largest bungee-jump. A white-knuckle lunge off the top of the Contra Dam is a rite of passage.
Unknown mountain trails provide another compelling reason to follow Ticino’s route less travelled. The Cardada cable
car whisks you from Lago Maggiore to within touching distance of the summit of Cimetta and yet combines back country
hiking with hospitable restaurants untouched by mass tourism. To the north lies Bellinzona and its three UNESCO-listed
grand castles, with turrets, defensive walls and sprawling ramparts. For an Indiana-Jones style family day out, few places in
the Alps’ foothills deliver history quite like it.
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A TASTE OF THE MEDITERRANEAN

Photographs by Switzerland Tourism - Markus Buehler,
Jan Geerk. Ticino Turismo - Nicola Demaldi

This page, clockwise from top left, Small harbor with
colourful row of houses on Lake Maggiore; Ticino,
land of wine - from these beautiful bunch of grapes
will be born the precious drink; Dany Stauffacher,
the founder of the gourmet festival Sapori Ticino,
attracts the world’s best cook to Lugano.
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CLOCK-WATCHING

Learn about the country’s storied watch salons and manufacturers
You could think of Geneva as a timepressed lake town. There’s a reason for
this: after private banking and investment,
watchmaking is still the richest industry in
the city.
Look across Lake Geneva and pastelcoloured hotels and houses on the waterfront
bear the weight of rooftop billboards listing
dozens of manufacturers. Omega, Piaget,
Raymond Weil, Tissot, Breitling, Franck
Muller, IWC Shaufhassen, Vacheron
Constantin, Rolex — they are all there.
Indeed, it feels as if every 20 metres you
stumble on a watch boutique. For it’s the
point of watch shopping and learning about
the art of time to find oneself in Geneva.
The most atmospheric place to start is
the Patek Philippe Museum. Home to the
city’s history of horology, the museum
houses more than 200 years of watchmaking
heritage and nowadays provides inspiration
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for the city’s watchmakers, artists, engravers
and jewel setters. On display are some of
the most complicated timepieces ever made,
alongside regal gifts belonging to kings and
queens and one of the earliest watches ever
manufactured (dating back to 1839). Keep
an eye on your own wrist — it’s genuinely
impressive how fast time goes while on a
tour.
Take a taxi back into the city to windowshop the boutiques on the most enviable
address in the city, rue du Rhône. The
boulevard crosses the heart of Geneva,
following an arrow-straight line and leading
to world-famous Gübelin, Switzerland’s
most famous watch boutique. Pictures
of George Clooney, Nicole Kidman and
Leonardo DiCaprio sporting uber-luxe Swiss
brands dominate, but you’ll be surprised
how easygoing and accessible the salon is
to entry-level buyers. Finally, stretch your

legs by walking to the world’s largest floral
clock, l’horloge fleurie, on the banks of Lake
Geneva.
Beyond Geneva, Biel is another
traditional watch-making stronghold. The
Omega Museum in Biel showcases a wowing
collection of some 4,000 prized timepieces,
while collectors and connoisseurs rave about
the insanely-large collection on display at the
International Museum of Horology in nearby
La Chaux-de-Fonds, north of Neuchâtel.
Then there’s the Musée d’Horlogerie du
Locle in Château des Monts. A former
watchmaking school, it’s housed in a palatial
manor house on a sweeping estate. Of
course, the prestigious collection that people
come to ogle is just as impressive.
One thing to remember. Don’t mention
the cuckoo clock. They come from Bavaria
in southern Germany and the Swiss don’t
much care for the stereotype.
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This page from left, Old Town Square and
Venner Fountain, Biel/Bienne; The ‘Musee
international d’horlogerie’ in La Chauxde-Fonds in canton Neuchatel. Pendulum
clock with the ‘great magician’, around
1830 Opposite, Wellness in Leukerbad

WELCOME TO THE HOUSE OF GÜBELIN

gubelin.com
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CHEESE, CHOCOLATE AND WINE
Meet the artisans on a tasting tour of fromagerie, sweet shops and vineyards
The Swiss won’t let you
forget their gift to the
world. Namely, milk
chocolate, which was
invented in the 1880s.
But there are plenty
more memorable foodie
experiences to savour on
a calorie-packed tour of
the country.
Start with the main
event: chocolate. It’s
possible to visit dozens
of factories and artisan
chocolatiers, particularly
in Zurich where the
spectre of buttoned-down
conservatism is forgotten
at the city’s playful
emporiums. Devote a
day to cherry-picking the

best handmade truffles
and air-brushed candies
at the likes of Läderach,
Teuscher and Confiserie
Honold, all classic oldtime ateliers in the Old
Town. There are dozens
of others squirreled
away, but don’t leave
without dropping by
Sprüngli for a bag of
oozy Truffe de Jours,
chocolate truffles of the
day.
The truth is, it’s hard
to go wrong. Across the
country, you can unearth
sweet treats at Maison
Cailler’s historic Broc
chocolate factory near
Gruyères, or savour a
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nostril-tingling excursion
at the Chocolarium of
Maestrani in Flawil,
the only factory in
Switzerland that lets you
onto the production floor.
Cheese in Switzerland
takes some beating, too.
From Appenzeller to
Emmental to Gruyère,
there is plenty to sample.
In particular, raclette
(grilled cheese) and
world-famous fondue
(melted cheese) are
the results of lifelong
obsessions. The idea
of exploring the Swiss
countryside from farm
to farm is a popular one,
and many cheesemakers

are set-up to cope with
the demand. You can
meet farmers at the La
Maison du Gruyère
cheese dairy in Gruyères,
while the traditionallydressed characters at
the Appenzeller Cheese
Factory in Stein are
as unforgettable as the
products. If that sounds
too much for your
midriff, the Emmen
Valley Cheese Trail
offers self-guided,
calorie-burning biking
tours.
If one place in
particular sums up
Switzerland’s attitude to
food and drink, it’s the

canton of Appenzell,
where the air is heavy
with the smell of whisky.
The reason is Brauerei
Locher, a family-run
brewery that uses water
from the mountains and
barley grown at altitude
for top-shelf single malts.
It’s particularly good
and connoisseurs can
follow the Appenzeller
Whiskytrek, a 27-stop
mountain hut tour across
the Alpstein massif,
where diversely-aged
drams are available at
each stop. It’s an unlikely
marriage of Alpinism
and alcohol, if ever there
was one.
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This page clockwise from left, Raclette, a
Swiss cheese specialty; Franziska Buendler at
Max Chocolatier in Luzern; Bonvillars is already
known for its wines but is now also known
for its truffle market! Opposite, On the Kleine
Scheidegg with a view to Grindelwald. The
Jungfraubahn in front of the Eiger North Face.
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SCREEN AND PAGE

FO R YO U
TO D I S C OV E R

Don’t doubt it: Switzerland is Xanadu for
film and fiction fans. Begin a country-wide
tour by going to J.R.R Tolkien’s Middle
Earth in the heart of the Bernese Oberland.
The Lord of the Rings author was so taken
by the steep-sided cliffs, grottoes and wild
flower forests of Lauterbrunnen when he
holidayed here in 1911 that it formed the
inspiration for his elvish valleys and trollfilled woods.
Lake Geneva had a similar effect on
Frankenstein author Mary Shelley, who
stayed on the water’s edge in 1816, and
there are plenty of literary threads to pick
at in the surrounding area. Amongst these
are the statue of Frankenstein’s monster
on Geneva’s Plainpalais and Villa Diodati
in the village of Veytaux where she
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once spent the night. Chateau Chillon,
meanwhile, was a notable influence on
English romanticist Lord Byron, who
made the setting for his poem The Prisoner
of Chillon.
Switzerland does Victorian-era crimefighting, too, and it’s easy to get lost in
the pages of a Sherlock Holmes plot particularly on a visit to the 120m-high
Reichenbach Falls, a short hike from the
town of Meiringen. Like J.R.R. Tolkien,
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, the creator of the
221B Baker Street sleuth, holidayed in the
Bernese Oberland, finding inspiration in its
plunging valleys and cascades. Fans of the
books, TV shows and movies will instantly
recall the waterfall where Holmes made
his last stand, fighting against his nemesis

Professor Moriarty. To honour the fallen
hero, Meiringen has a statue and museum
dedicated to the deerstalker-wearing
detective. To fully immerse yourself in
the author’s world, you may also fancy
travelling farther east to Arosa, squirrelled
away amongst a cradle of mountains in
Graubunden and once a favoured holiday
spot for the Edinburgh-born writer.
The Swiss have a great underlying
sense of humour, so it’s small wonder
Charlie Chaplin moved to the country,
spending his twilight years in the Manoir
de Ban in Vevey. Recently, his home and
estate have been turned into the immersive
Chaplin’s World, where you can learn
more about the movie great’s journey
through the era of silent comedies.
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IMAX-sized peaks and cinematic valleys give Switzerland a starring role
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WHERE TO STAY GSTAAD

Opulent Oasis

Gstaad
This Jet Setter’s five star winter oasis is just
as fetching in summer. By Becca Hensley
In Gstaad the resident cows wear crowns.
I see a herd of them, regal and proud, bedecked with flower diadems
and festive bells, all in a line. They’re coming down the mountain
after a summertime of feasting on high altitude grasses and
wildflowers. They’re plump and pretty, with eyelashes longer than
my own.
“Join the parade,” invites a farmer, who leads the cows to the
middle of Gstaad from their hilltop pasture. As whimsically dressed
as his bovines, the farmer and his family wear traditional Swiss
garb—vests, buckles, felt knickers, embroidered shirts and hats. One
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beats on a drum; another balances a long alpenhorn on the ground;
he toots an otherworldly sound from this centuries-old, indigenous
instrument. Like a child in a fairytale, I yield to the enchantment, and
join the fun. We march from the summit of the mountain, all the way
down to the middle of Gstaad, a chalet-filled village, replete with
cobbled streets. There, a throng of townsfolk and tourists welcome
the cows with delight. The farmers strut proudly, receiving gifts of
food and drink from the crowd. It’s end of summer. Soon, Gstaad will
be sheathed in snow. So everyone—the farmers, the sophisticates, the
visitors, the cheesemakers, the hoteliers—gather together to celebrate
the change of seasons and the magic of the mountains in summer
in a tradition known as alpine descent —or désalpe or alpabzug,
depending on the language you speak. The day feels like a page from
a storybook.
Gstaad reigns as an idyllic mountain resort, situated halfway
between Geneva and Zurich. Defined by 17th-century chalets,
bakeries, cheese shops and tony stores (such as Moncler, Gucci and
Louis Vuitton), the village is most famous as a ski town, a place
swarmed by global jet setters, who follow a see-and-be-seen approach
to free time in snowy months. But, locals and outdoor buffs know a
little secret. Gstaad is just as eventful during warmer seasons, when
festivals and fetes abound.
With a stellar location in the centre of town, intimate Le Grand
Bellevue invokes Art Deco style. Cosy up in the Suite Etoile, with
panoramic windows to bring the outside inside. Or, walk right
through the hotel’s front door to enjoy some of summer’s best
festivals—such as the Menuhin Festival Gstaad, an extravaganza that

This page, clockwise from
top left, Gstaad’s Le Grand
Bellevue pale yellow and
white facade of the timehonored building; Gstaad’s
village streets; Alpine
Gstaad’s exterior with the
green landscape in the
background; ; Sunrise in the
summery Gstaad with the
Gstaad Palace emerging
supreme Opposite, Gstaad
village, as the snow
retreats, its more fun in the
green summer fields

offers a bevy of musical concerts between July and September—all
inspired by one-time resident, and renowned violinist and conductor,
Yehudi Menuhin. Likewise, sports enthusiasts can choose from an
array of events in July: Consider the FIVB Beach Volleyball World
Tour – Grand Slam Gstaad, or the Crédit Agricole Suisse Open
Gstaad (ATP Tennis Tournament). Like polo? Mark your calendar
for August, when international teams mount temperamental Arabian
horses and compete in the Hublot Polo Gold Cup bellevue-gstaad.ch
Long the haunt of movie stars and moguls, diplomats and royalty,
including Elizabeth Taylor, Prince Ranier of Monaco, Madonna
(and more), plus the noble families who send their children to Le
Rosey (said to be the worlds’ most expensive and exclusive boarding
school), Gstaad has always attracted trendsetters. But, it also emits
a cosy, Swiss-no-nonsense appeal that’s as revitalising and soulfeeding as the region’s clean mountain air. Visitors may yearn to rub
shoulders with a few glamorous stars, but what really brings most to
town is the jaw dropping, undeveloped expanses of the surrounding
terrain. Find both at hotspot Alpina Gstaad, which blends old
and new for a Swiss fantasia of opulence. It’s a contemporary
interpretation of the Swiss chalet concept makes it perfect for
families. Choose the three-bedroom Panorama Suite, with its own
wellness room. thealpinagstaad.ch
You’ll see The Palace high on a hill upon arrival to town. Castlelike, complete with turrets and towers, the historic hotel plays up its
long established motto: “Every guest is a king, and every king is a
guest at the Palace.” And, it has certainly welcomed nobility. But, the
hotel knows that its visitors sometimes crave more than impossibly
soft sheets, white-gloved service and queenly suites ensconced in
towers. That’s why they offer guests the opportunity to glamp for a
night in their 18th-century, mountainside Walig Hut, located high
above the village at 1,700 metres amid a flower-filled meadow. A
painstakingly restored farmer’s home, this rough-hewn cabin includes
modern comforts, such as a washroom, duvet-draped bed, and small
kitchen. palace.ch
Park Gstaad (Grand Hotel Park) with 95-rooms was the village’s
first luxury hotel, built in 1910. Set apart from the village bustle
on a plateau, it lies only five minutes from the shops and popular
promenade. Yet, surrounded by pine trees, silver birch and parkland,
it manages to evoke an elegant cabin in the woods—albeit a swanky
one. White window boxes hold flowers and balconies overlook
the ice-capped Diablerets, ensuring sense of place. Refurbished, to
blend classic elegance with the region’s rough hewn carpentry, wood
carvings and fabrics, it sports leathers, black granite, pine cladding
and modern art for a chic mood. Try its Chalet Waldhuss, a hut style
restaurant with the best fondue. parkgstaad.ch
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STYLE FILE ST. MORITZ

T

here’s a reason glamour queen Audrey Hepburn and the legendary “Kid” Charlie Chaplin stayed here. St. Moritz, set high in
Graubünden in the Swiss Alps, has been the world’s most stylish mountain resort for more than a century. Besides the awardwinning Olympic slopes and bevy of beautiful hotels, a veritable style haven awaits the savvy traveller. First class boutiques line the
historic Via Serlas, while a gander left or right down a quaint side street surprises with shops that stock specialities for house and
home. Everything you could possibly need for an appropriate luxury look is available in this lofty village. Like most Swiss Alpine
resorts, St. Moritz has two main seasons, summer and winter. The official summer season 2019, when all boutiques open their
doors, runs from 28 June to 9 September.

Cashmere House Lamm

There’s
Something
GLAMOROUS
About
ST. MORITZ
BY ALEXIS MUNIER

Via Maistra 15
www.cashmerelamm.ch
Nobody loves cashmere like the Lamm
family—enter and discover a veritable
rainbow of cashmere goods in this knitwear
institution. In addition to their own house
brand produced in Italy and Scotland,
they stock the world’s best woollens from
Ballantyne, Johnstons of Elgin, Dalmine,
Malo and more. Cashmere is not just a
winter staple—on a chilly summer morning
in the Alps, a pair of simple, comfortable
jogging pants is the stylish choice to
accompany a lazy breakfast of champions.

Silvano Vitalini

Via Maistra 19
www.silvanovitalini.com
At Silvano Vitalini, clothing meets art.
Vitalini’s unstructured Engadin jacket is
THE emblematic men’s blazer. Available
in both traditional woollens and summer
linens, this high-end collection is handfinished in St. Moritz. Ladies, ask to see
a dress from the shop’s hidden—but most
striking— label, GOOD & VITALINI. A
collaboration between traditionalist Vitalini
and avant-garde textiles designer Danja
Good, stepping into one of their frothy
gowns gives the impression one is swirling
in colourful clouds. Want all eyes on you?
At an evening cocktail or late-night foray to
the casino, each GOOD & VITALINI dress
turns its wearer into a work of art to rival the
Mona Lisa.

Optik Wagner

Via Maistra 10
www.optik-wagner.ch
Designer sunglasses from Optik Wagner
prove that safety and style is a marriage
made in St. Moritz. In addition to a full
selection of corrective lenses, there are a
wealth of fashionable models from Italy,
Switzerland, the UK and France. Protect
those baby blues (or browns!) from sun
damage with a vintage-inspired pair from
Pomellato’s recent collection. Whether
you opt for a two-toned hue or rhinestoneencrusted cat eye, they are essential for lakeor poolside afternoons.
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Haus des Jägers

Via del Bagn 53-55
www.hdj.ch
For over thirty years, the “House of the
Hunter” has been the ideal address for both
hunters as well as those who love nature and
traditional Swiss styles. Men and women
will both find their heart’s desire here, from
Lederhosen to suede hunting jackets to
one-of-a-kind hats adorned with beautiful
feathers. The small, friendly team not only
has recommendations for clothing, but
where to use them — they know the local
mountains like the back of their hands.
There’s nothing like plying the hiking trails
dressed like a (well-dressed!) native in one
of HDJ’s ensembles.

Koenig Jewellery

Via Maistra 15
www.koenigjewellery.com
This luxury jewellery shop prides itself on
offering only items that represent their eye
for elegance and passion for detail. Each
piece is produced by skilled professionals
at the company’s atelier in nearby Celerina
using traditional techniques and is 100%
Swiss made. Choose from a selection of
conflict-free diamond bracelets, rings, and
earrings, or set your sights on the lavish yet
funky gentlemen’s cufflink collection with
raised golden stags and hounds. The Roses
collection might just be the most sparkling
ode to summer flora ever—don a pair of the
diamond earrings to channel the beauty of an
Alpine garden in bloom.

Remida Tornaghi

Via Serlas 30
www.remidatornaghi.com
Remida Tornaghi is a rare treat for shoppers.
Located in the historic Chalet Suisse, there
isn’t a hint of pretension to this ultraluxe family-run jeweller—warm Italian
vibes prevail here. Treat yourself to a few
stackable Baboo bracelets from Tornaghi’s
newest collection “Carnet de Voyage”
(literally, travel book). A fascinating mix
of braided leather, diamonds and gold,
they are understated enough to add a
touch of glamour to your wrist even while
golfing, swimming, biking, or any one of

the numerous outdoor activities available.
Feeling blue? Here’s the cure: Slip on an
unusual Ottovolante ring with a natural blue
sapphire set in blue gold.

Palace Galerie

Via Serlas 27
www.badruttspalace.com
This lovely high-end shopping galleria is
located just across from the iconic Badrutt’s
Palace Hotel. With fave luxury brands like
Prada, MiuMiu, Armani, Gucci, and Cartier,
it also boasts unique local boutiques.

Four Emotions

Via Serlas 22
www.fouremotions.com
Pick up a stand-out trinket or household
item at Four Emotions. World-renowned
jeweller Sabbadini is in charge of design
and production, which runs the gamut
from antler stools to lavish objects like
linen napkins with Edelweiss appliqué and
sculpted pewter wine stoppers in the form
of Alpine animals. The store also features
a collection of jackets made with original
Native American fabrics with sable and
coyote fur accoutrements.

Santoni

Via Serlas 27
www.santonishoes.com
Loafing around St. Moritz and looking
for the perfect shoes that marry comfort
and class? Santoni is the place! Their
SS19 collection exhibits a pared-back feel
and bright-white palette. Try on a pair of
their elegant, versatile loafers, and you
might never want to take them off again.
Handmade in Italy, the best of the bunch
feature decorative tassels and a tapered
design—just as perfect for spending all day
in and out of the shops as for a swanky meal
in a local Michelin-starred restaurant.

Opposite, clockwise from top left, Silvano
Vitalini; Optik Wagner; Haus des Jagers; GOOD
& VITALINI; Badrutt’s Palace
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STYLE MAKER YVONNE REICHMUTH

Yvonne Reichmuth
on Inspiration & Timeless Beauty
By Laura Elliott

S

ure, Yvonne Reichmuth’s
incredibly cutting-edge,
world-class structural fashion
stuns, but did you know her
indulgent, sophisticated design
is just the tip of the iceberg that
is her luxurious sensibility? We
go deeper with YVY to see what
drives this iconic designer and
learn about her tips for touring the
hidden gems of Zurich.
With theatrical styles that shine
the spotlight on the female form,
she’s been a favourite of the
world’s top celebrities like Kristen
Stewart, Katy Perry, Kylie Jenner,
Eva Longoria, Shakira, Janelle
Monae, Ciara, and actress Lydia
Hearst. They’ve worn everything
from hats and belts, to snake
corsages and skirts hand-crafted
out of luscious materials including
the finest Italian suedes, using
eco-friendly vegetable dyes.
Far from fast fashion and lightyears away from mass-production,
YVY specialises in heirloom
pieces that evoke the romantic
and historical, reflected in the
architecture that inspired them.
So which Swiss architects might
serve as an inspiration for her
today?
“Peter Zumthor’s work is
beautiful, clean and elegant. The
thermal baths in Vals is definitely
worth a visit,” she said. Indeed.
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Voted the best Alpine
spa in the world,
you will definitely
want to put Vals on
that bucket list of
yours. We always
look forward to
lavishing some
much-needed metime while escaping
from our hectic lives,
never too busy to
indulge at fairy-tale
destinations.
Her tagline is Swiss Leather
Luxury, but Swiss precision might
be more accurate and this explains
a lot about why she doesn’t feel
the need to relocate somewhere
iconic like Paris or Manhattan,
preferring to stay close to her
roots and her inspirations.
But, why leather? Her answer
revealed a love affair with the
material. “Leather has this
magical attraction––its skin is
sensual and sensitive; real, and
honest, becoming more and more
beautiful over time.”
Speaking of time, we asked
Yvonne about her earliest
inspiration creating fashion during

her childhood. She shared a little
story about longing. “When I was
a child, I remember desperately
wanting a long leopard coat. I
convinced my mum to buy me
some fake fur and I hand-stitched
some panels and tubes together.
It’s funny to think about that now.
Over twenty years later, I still love
to wear a leopard coat.”
From piecing together leopard
coats in childhood to her latest
collection called BRUT, we
wanted to know what mantra she
might use to describe the heart
and soul of the garments––“BRUT
proves that raw can be beautiful,
androgynous can be sensual, and
minimalistic can be spectacular.”
Interested in where we might
drink some Brut while wearing
it too––we’d been on the edge of
our seats waiting to ask her about
some of Zurich’s spectacular
hidden gems, off-the-beaten
back excursions and pick for best
restaurant.
“I often take visiting friends to
dinner at the restaurant Schönau,
close to the simple-chic Greulich
hotel. For a day in the city, you
can find one-of-a-kind designer
pieces at the Boutique Tasoni and
enjoy a stroll along the river and
in the old town of Niederdorf.”
Otherwise known as Zurich’s Old
Town, enchanting Niederdorf will
find you shopping by day and
enjoying world-class nightlife
until dawn.
After asking about Yvonne’s
latest guilty pleasure, she offered
something simple and seductive,
“A Bloody Mary at the iconic
Kronenhallebar.” Sipping our
favourite cocktail at one of
the most legendary bars in the
world where artists, designers,
and literati have rendezvoused
since the 1920s? We’ll have two,
thanks.

Clockwise from top left, Yvonne
Reichmuth surrounded by the Star
Handpieces (these were worn by
Taylor Swift and Shakira as well);
The Crystal Cape, the key piece of
the collection, made out of Italian
vegetable tanned leather and
11 meter of handsewn Swarovski
crystals; The leather hat and Bra –
made with the softest lamb skin and
Italian vegetable tanned leathe; The
Suit Coat, worn as a dress, with the
Brick Corsage in shiny leather (has
been worn by Katy Perry), all from
BRUT Campaign

Photographs by Karine + Oliver & Sven Bänziger

“Leather has this magical attraction––its skin is sensual and sensitive; real,
and honest, becoming more and more beautiful over time.” –– YVY
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FEATURE LUCERNE

Lucerne : The Art and Romance of the Alps

A thriving cosmopolitan city with the soul of an Alpine village and the heart
of an artist Lucerne curves around the crystalline waters of its stunning lake.
Romantic, creative and cultured Lucerne is Switzerland’s hidden pearl.
Words by Danni Landa & Photography by Ana Lui

FEATURE LUCERNE

Clockwise from top left, The medieval Kapellbrücke
(Chaple Bridge); a local artist captures the colours of
Lake Lucerne; breakfast in a traditional coffee shop;
art in the halls of the Grand Hotel National, one of
the many decorated buildings in the old town; the
Spreuerbrücke Bridge Opposite, from top left, The
impressive Jesuitenkirche opened in 1667; café life in
Lucerne Previous page, The Alps peek over the banks
of Lake Lucerne

T

he once sleepy village of Lucerne has transformed itself into
a cosmopolitan playground with some truly awe-inspiring
mountain scenery. This lakeside beauty is just an hour from
Zurich and one and a half from Bern making it perfect for
long weekends that could easily extend to weeks. As Switzerland’s
latest hot-spot, Lucerne is peppered with a selection of haute-design
hotels and spas, excellent cuisine and a rich culture making it a
charming and relaxed counterpart to Zurich’s urban buzz and Bern’s
historic hush.
Lucerne’s appeal stems from the postcard views across the
crystalline waters of the lake. Bankside pathways make for romantic
strolling with the Alps watching from beyond the spires and rooftops
of the old town. Antique steam-powered paddleboats crisscross the
lake and if you allow yourself a moment you can be transported back
to a time where life was lived at a slower pace. The 15-minute walk
up the quaint cobbled streets to the top of the medieval old town is
rewarded with stunning views across the city and lake. Three towers
adorn the city walls with the Zyt Tower containing the city’s ancient
clock held up by two painted giants. As is fitting for the town’s main
clock it chimes exactly one minute before any other giving you just
enough time to adjust your Swiss-made watch.
Frescoes abound across buildings throughout the city the finest of
which adorns the Pfistern Guildhouse where solid local fare is served
in a traditional wood-panelled restaurant. Further medieval artistry
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can be seen in the magnificent 200-metre 14th-century wooden
footbridge of Kapellbrücke (Chapel Bridge). While the paintings
inside the Chapel Bridge portray tidbits from Lucerne’s history the
less visited Spreuerbrücke Bridge is just as beautiful although a little
darker in content. The 17th-century paintings depict a traditional
medieval danse macabre, an allegorical contemplation on the
inevitability of death. Despite the rather ghoulish theme the bridge is
a delight and should not be missed.
A few minutes north of the old town lays Lucerne’s most poignant
landmark. The haunting Lion of Lucerne has a suitably tragic and
grief-stricken story behind it. While on leave in Lucerne in 1792 an
officer of the Swiss Guard received news that over six hundred of
his comrades had fallen victim to revolutionary forces in Paris. Years
later he was moved to commission this memorial as a tribute to their
loss, its quiet dignity an inspiration to artists as diverse as Victorian
polymath Thomas Carlyle and US punk icon Patti Smith attest to its
lasting power.
The peak of Mount Pilatus looms above the city and can’t be
forgotten but before embarking on its heady heights it will pay
to nourish the body. Lucerne has become a magnet for culinary
innovators in recent years. One of the more notable talents is Johan
Breedijk who heads up La Scala located within the art deco beauty
of the Hotel Montana. This 15-point Gault & Millau fine dining
restaurant has a menu that changes daily and features the best of
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LUCERNE –
THE CITY. THE LAKE. THE MOUNTAINS.
The Lucerne – Lake Lucerne Region offers a wealth of holiday
delights: the charming city of Lucerne combines a host of cultural
attractions with the unique natural recreational amenities of Lake
Lucerne and its nearby mountains.

Luzern Tourismus | Tourist Information | Zentralstrasse 5 | CH-6002 Lucerne
Tel. +41 (0)41 227 17 17 | Fax +41 (0)41 227 17 18 | luzern@luzern.com | www.luzern.com
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Clockwise from top left, time for wine; the view from the Grand Hotel National;
the Church of St. Leodegar; the haunting Lion of Lucerne monument; sumptuous
view from Sharq Oriental in the Bürgenstock Hotels and Resorts Opposite,
clockwise from top left, Lucerne across the lake; the Bürgenstock pier Previous
page, cobbled streets of the old town

local produce. If you find yourself there in the right season do not
miss the white asparagus with potato, egg and Parma ham. The
hotel itself is divine; its art deco exterior complemented with a
warm contemporary interior. If you’re after something a little more
traditional head to Stiefels HopfenKrantz for modern takes on Swiss
classics or the more refined menu at the renowned Brasserie Bodu
overlooking the river, where a booking is essential.
Slightly away from the main town lies the series of four
Bürgenstock Hotels and Resorts, with the main five-star hotel and
alpine spa sitting right above the lake. Rooms have an up-to-theminute contemporary style but the views are timeless, with a choice
of lake or mountain vistas and some suites featuring bathtubs-witha-view heated by an open fire, which is the perfect accompaniment
to the hotel’s wellness facilities.
The three Bürgenstock spas provide a variety of steam baths,
saunas and an abundance of signature treatments. It’s entirely
possible to spend your whole time in Lucerne working through the
treatment menus. Of the seven excellent eateries in the complex, the
Sharq Oriental serves an exquisitely executed Middle Eastern menu
and the shisha terrace is something really different. Alternatively,
after chancing your luck at the gaming tables at the opulent Grand
Casino, you can find reprieve in the refined ambience and gourmet
cuisine of its Michelin-starred restaurant Olivo, or celebrate your
winnings on the dance floor of the Casineum.
At more than two kilometres high, Mount Pilatus goes by
the Tolkien-like nickname Dragon Mountain and dominates the
landscape. During the summer season, it can be explored in stylish
opulence, with the Golden Tour following in the footsteps of
historical figures such as Queen Victoria and President Theodore
Roosevelt. Pootle across the lake on a vintage paddle steamer then
disembark to climb aboard one of the world’s steepest cogwheel
railways, which will glide you effortlessly to the summit. Several
excellent restaurants at the top offer seasonal delicacies to nibble on
while taking in the stunning views.
Day trips from Lucerne are recommended if you are able to
drag yourself away. An aerial cable car goes to the top of nearby
Mount Titlis where a wander through the magical caves and grottos
of the Engelberg Glacier and the summer flower trails provide the
ultimate alpine experience. Mount Rigi is often called the Queen of
the Mountains. An easy day-trip to this majestic monolith allows
you views across Lake Lucerne, Lake Laurez and Lake Zug with the
vistas sweeping over the jagged snow-capped Alps all the way to
Germany’s Black Forest.
Back in Lucerne town centre head up to Château Gütsch where
high-tea is served with an array of Swiss pasties fit for a fairy-tale
queen and include views across the stunning ensemble of town, lake,
and mountains. To walk off the inevitable post-pastry regret take a
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Clockwise from top left, the Mount Titlis cable car station; the rotating cable car to the
top of Mount Titlis; a hundred shades of white surround the Engelberg Glacier; extreme
glacial fun Opposite, clockwise from top left, the dining from at the Art Deco Hotel
Montana; the breakfast room at the Grand Hotel National; bar at the Grand Hotel
National; white asparagus with potato; egg and Parma ham at La Scala; local grilled
pike filets at La Scala
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Clockwise from top left, architectural excellence at the Bürgenstock
Hotels and Resorts; Salon 1903 at the Bürgenstock Hotels and Resorts;
details from the Restaurant RitzCoffier at the Bürgenstock Hotels and
Resorts; the taste of The Middle East at Sharq Oriental; a sculpture in the
Pink Room at the Bürgenstock Hotels and Resorts Opposite, clockwise
from top left, Sharq Oriental terrace; the terrace at the Waldhotel
Health and Medical – part of the Bürgenstock Hotels and Resorts
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stroll around the Château’s incredible world-class sculpture park.
The collection of outdoor sculptures is the love-child of the hotel’s
owners and includes works by Russia’s most celebrated artists such
as Vasily Klyukin, Michael Tsaturyan and Margo Trushina.
It’s no mystery why Lucerne’s restful, meditative atmosphere has
long drawn philosophers, poets and artists plus a fair share of US
presidents and astronauts. One of its more famous visitors was the
great German composer Richard Wagner who actually lived here
for six years to escape scandal in his native country. His fifteenthcentury house at Tribschen just outside of town is now a mecca for
devotees the world over and a focal point for the Lucerne Festival.
Launched in 1938 as a haven for conductors and musicians
escaping the turmoil engulfing the rest of Europe, the Lucerne
Festival remains one of the world’s foremost showcases for the
finest in classical music performance. Beginning around midAugust, its month-long summer festival is the centrepiece and with
another at Easter plus a weeklong piano festival in the autumn, there
is ample opportunity to experience first-rate classical music in this
magical setting. The Culture and Congress Centre (KKL) is now
its main venue, designed by Pritzker Prize-winning architect Jean
Nouvel and perfectly situated on the shores of the lake.
This year’s season looks set to enchant audiences with a plethora
of world-class orchestras such as the Berlin Philharmonic, Royal
Concertgebouw and Barenboim’s fascinating West-Eastern Divan,
with world-class performers such as Cecilia Bartoli, Maurizio
Pollini and Evgeny Kissin among a whole host of others. The theme
is ‘Power’, so expect music to match the surrounding mountainscape, and there is an on-going programme specifically geared
towards introducing younger listeners to the classical genre.
A five-minute walk from the KKL stands the Rosengart
Collection, a much-loved treasure trove of modernist art presented
in a stately former bank building. Founder and owner Angela
Rosengart came of age in the company of some of the biggest names
in 20th-century art, even holidaying with Picasso in the south of
France who she also modelled for on several occasions, thus giving
a very personal flavour to the collection. With a smattering of
Impressionist wonders, the galleries feature many works by Swiss
artist Paul Klee and Picasso himself.
A romantic starlit stroll to any one of Lucerne’s vantage points
will instantly show why its name comes from the Latin for ‘lantern’,
the city’s glittering lights exude a sumptuous aura enamoured by
artists across centuries and cultures. The medieval streets of the
old town ring with an ancient melody while the thoroughly modern
inhabitants create a vibrant and dynamic city. The French writer,
Alexandre Dumas described Lucerne as “a pearl in the middle of the
world’s most beautiful oyster” an apt description. Indeed, Lucerne is
both pearl and oyster waiting to be relished and enjoyed.
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COOL
ZURICH
SWITZERLAND’S BIGGEST
CITY IS AN URBAN
OASIS MIXING MEDIEVAL
CHARM WITH DESIGNFORWARD STYLE,
WRITES CLAIRE DOBLE

Photographs by Maison Manesse & Zurich Tourism

Z

This page, The Michelin-starred Maison Manesse
restaurant Opposite, from left, The Limmat River
flows through Zurich; Cafes in the Niederdorf district
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urich is a perennially popular destination for high-end and
design-conscious travellers alike. Situated in the heart of
Europe, Zurich is a highly attractive city destination in its own
right and a fantastic base to explore further afield. The city
offers a world-class international airport and superb transport links.
This little-big city is the largest in Switzerland with a population of
around 400,000. Its comfortable size provides the buzz of a metropolis
mixed with a laid-back, unhurried pleasantness. The sense of space and
natural beauty is helped by the town’s location on the shores of sparkling
Lake Zurich and along its two main tributaries, the River Limmat and the
River Sihl.
Most visitors’ first impressions of Zurich will be in and around its
historic centre. The city is divided into Kreis (districts) and central
Zurich (Kreis 1 and 2) has several distinct areas. The main shopping
street, Bahnhofstrasse, is as well-known as it is well-trodden. Worldfamous as one of the most sought-after retail strips on the planet, you’ll
find all the big luxury brands here, while still getting a “high street”
experience – Vuitton, Dior, Chanel and, naturally, all the top Swiss
watch brands from Rolex and Patek Philippe to Swatch. According to
Zurich style guru and fashion columnist Jeroen van Rooijen, these days
people are seeking out lesser-known, local labels as well.
“The big brands continue to grow and expand, making Zurich look
like any city in the world,” he says, “They want to find a ‘local tone’
again, something special that is unique to a certain town.”
One place to look for local flavour is nearby. The area between
Bahnhofstrasse and the river Limmat is a maze of lovely streets with
numerous small shops, ateliers and restaurants. Here you’ll find pleasant

squares with handsome Reformation fountains (nearly all Zurich’s public
fountains provide “trinkwasser” so you need never go thirsty). Check out
flamboyant local designer Julian Zigerli as you wind your way up to the
Lindenhof – a small, tree-studded plateau above the river that’s a popular
photo spot.
On your way back down, stop off for some hand-made Swiss
chocolate at Confisiere Teuscher or Honold’s. Another option is a glass
of local wine by the banks of the river at the 5-star Hotel Storchen,
which has been welcoming guests for more than 660 years. The al fresco
tables at Storchen offer a great view of Europe’s largest clockface,
St Peter’s, and around the corner is the elegant Fraumünster. The
Fraumünster’s stained-glass windows by Chagall and Giacometti are a
must-see.
Cross one of the Limmat’s charming bridges and climb the steep,
cobblestoned streets that wind through the Niederdorf area. This
largely-pedestrianised zone is home to Zurich’s other main church,
the Grossmünster, with its distinctive double towers. A favourite spot
to pause here is at the elegant Conditorei Péclard Schober. This pretty
chocolate-shop-café has an always impressive seasonal window display.
Sit out the front for a decadent hot chocolate or take refuge in the
tranquil inner courtyard for a slice of quiche and salad before continuing
to shop. The boutiques of Niederdorf provide a charming selection of
local-designed clothing, jewellery, homewares, books and curios. There
are also a few excellent children’s toy shops.
Staying central, the lakeside area of Seefeld beyond the Zurich Opera
house also has some notable high-end shops. Van Rooijen recommends
Trunk for menswear and de Niz for couture.
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“Women have less choice, although one must say that Vestibule and
Trois Pommes have all the important brands,” he adds.
Both Niederdorf and the Old Town lead you naturally to the shores of
the stunning Zurichsee (Lake Zurich). Here, the Zurich opera house is a
jewel in the crown as is the space in front, Sechseläutenplatz, the city’s
largest town square. Depending on the time of year, Sechseläutenplatz
hosts various events such as Zurich’s Wienachtsdorf (Christmas market)
and is always worth a visit.
Central Zurich is wonderful for walking – the lakeside offers wide
promenades dotted with buskers, ice-cream stands and park benches and
grass on which to sit and watch the world go by. And, if you’re lucky
enough to visit Zurich in summer, you’re in for a special treat. The city
comes alive in the warmer months and it’s an open secret that many
locals love their water sports as much as wintry snow-based ones.
“Zurich is really special in summer,” says Swiss-born van Rooijen,
who has lived here since his student days in the 1980s.
Along the “Gold Coast” side of the lake, you’ll find Bad Utoquai –
one of Zurich’s Art-Deco bathing houses, where you can enjoy the sun
and a swim. Another popular lake “badi” is Seebad Enge, which also
hosts an evening programme of live music, film screenings and DJs
throughout the summer. As well as diving into the lake, you can float
down the emerald waters of the River Limmat or cool off at one of 15odd outdoor pools dotted in and around Zurich. Many badis also have
cafes, on-site massage and wellness offerings.
Speaking of wellness, arguably a Swiss invention, you’ll find no
shortage of options in Zurich. A pleasant, affordable day-spa is the
Thermalbad Zurich. For CHF60, you get access to the Irish-Roman
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spa ritual (scrub, soak, steam), saunas, thermal-heated tubs and the
Thermalbad’s rooftop pool with incredible views.
If you’re after something more decadent, the city’s high-end hotels
have luxurious wellness offerings, for example, at the grande dame of
Zurich hotels, the 5-star Dolder Grand. This castle-like residence is
perched high above Zurich with stunning lake views. The Dolder offers
both a 40,000 square metre spa with a high-end selection of treatments
and two Michelin-starred dining in The Restaurant, which attracts
customers from all over the world. The Restaurant’s head chef Heiko
Nieder was awarded Gault Millau’s chef of the year in 2019.
“Chef Heiko Nieder’s philosophy includes innovative gourmet
cuisine that defies classic culinary reconceptions for all to challenge their
taste buds and see food through its true art,” says Dolder spokesperson
Hannah Corcoran.
For Michelin-star dining, Zurich punches above its weight, with nine
Michelin-starred restaurants across the city. Other notable Michelinstar hotel restaurants include Pavillon at the Baur au Lac and Ecco at
Atlantis by Giardino. The latter is a relatively new addition to Zurich’s
5-star hotel scene and offers a modern take on accommodation with a
Scandinavian-influenced design, a 25-metre outdoor pool and, of course,
its famous 2-Michelin star restaurant.
“Sometimes foodies travel from all around the world just to have a
dinner at the Ecco Zurich,” says Giulia Raths from Atlantis by Giardino.
“The Ecco also has a lot of regular customers from Zurich and around.”
For traditional Swiss dishes, such as Zürcher Geschnetzeltes (beef
strips in cream sauce), fondue and raclette, you’ll also be spoilt for
choice in Zurich. The Kronenhalle at Bellevue is a place to see and
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This page, from left, Shopping in central
Zurich; Viadukt Markthalle in Zurich West
sells fresh produce and local specialities
Opposite from left: Contemplating
Edvard Munch at the Kunsthaus Zurich;
artisanal chocolates form a spectacular
display at Conditorei Schober

be seen, and the Zeughauskeller off Bahnhofstrasse is a favourite for
tourists and locals alike.
However, if you’re after something more avant garde, while still
Michelin-star, you should head to Maison Manessse in Kreis 3. Here,
35-year-old Swiss-Australian chef and part-owner Fabian Spiquel
produces superbly simple dishes in a friendly, non-fussy environment.
The food and atmosphere is quite distinct from the white-tablecloth
experience of many other Michelin restaurants in Zurich.
“When we opened [in 2013] we definitely stood out because of how
different we were, how crazy our ideas and general approach to food
was. We were very experimental in the beginning, maybe even too
experimental,” says Spiquel.
Zurich’s reputation in foodie circles is changing. Spiquel says the
Zurich dining scene is growing, with plenty of new, younger chefs
trying different things. While Maison Manesse stormed in looking quite
radical, they have since simplified their approach. But the restaurant has
lost none of the quality, nor its happening vibe.
“I developed this concept to give our guests the experience I like to
have when I go out to dine. I want comfort, I don’t want to be in a place
that’s lit up like a hospital. I want an ambience, an atmosphere that’s
lively and fun and loud and where I can be myself at the table.”
None of this would matter of course if the food wasn’t up to scratch.
But it is simply exquisite. From artisanal food to art itself, Zurich offers
a rich experience. The city’s largest art gallery, the Kunsthaus Zurich,
is currently undergoing a major expansion. A new, David Chipperfielddesigned wing is due to open at the end of 2020. This addition will
feature extensive gallery space, a shop, bar, banquet room and central

hall linking the square in front of the gallery to the garden.
Björn Quellenberg from the Kunsthaus explains that the public will
be able to browse through the two buildings via an underground passage
for which an artwork by Laurence Weiner has been commissioned. On
the square between the buildings, a light installation by Swiss artist
Pipilotti Rist will be projected at night. Quellenberg says the Zurich
Kunsthaus is popular because it offers a great mix: one can browse
through many centuries of art under one roof – from medieval paintings
on wood to contemporary installations.
“Locals appreciate the temporary exhibitions of international
grandeur while tourists are attracted by the largest collection of works
by Alberto Giacometti on permanent display, the monumental waterlily
paintings by Claude Monet, the Chagall room or the largest presentation
of paintings by Edvard Munch outside Norway,” he says.
When asked what he loves about Zurich, Quellenberg, originally
from Germany but a Zurich resident for 20 years and a naturalised Swiss
citizen, sums up:
“This little big city has a high quality of life, combining a stunning
cultural offering with excellent business opportunities, preserving its
traditions while being perfectly connected to the rest of the world.”
Zurich is an ideal gateway to the rest of Switzerland and Europe, with
its central location and nice climate. From here you can easily access
Swiss attractions such as the Alps or Art Basel, and beyond to the rest
of Europe. Zurich’s international airport is world-class and currently
expanding its offering. A new, high-end shopping/lifestyle district, The
Circle, will open at the airport in 2020.
“We set luxury as equal to Swiss quality and that’s the main reason
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for the attraction: nice small country with a beautiful landscape, easy
to go everywhere, safe and clean, multi-cultural, multi-lingual,” says
Raffaela Stelzer from The Circle.
Stelzer says that a 10-minute commute to central Zurich by train
makes Zurich Airport one of the largest city airports in the world, which
is a major advantage.
“Airports are increasingly becoming meeting places - they are
now more than the starting point or destination of a journey. Airports
are today excursion destinations, places of experience and shopping
opportunities.
“The Circle will strengthen Zurich Airport and make it an urban
centre in its own right. It will be a place where people meet in person in
an increasingly digital world.”
Between the airport and central Zurich are a few other areas worth
visiting. The suburban district west of Zurich’s main station (Zurich
Hauptbahnof) around Langstrasse and Hardbrücke station is known
as “Zuri West”. Zuri West stretches across Kreis 4 and 5 and, in many
ways, it’s the perfect mix of design-forward and funky while retaining
the qualities that make Zurich so great – safe, clean and easy to navigate.
The area near Hardbrücke is an epicentre with around 50 independent
retail shops in a relatively compact neighbourhood. This is centred
around the Viadukt – a regenerated line of 100-year-old railway arches
now containing clothing stores, a food market, café-bars and live music
venues – and Frau Gerold’s Garten, a cool urban beer garden flanked by
shops, market stalls and cafes.
Jeroen van Rooijen and his wife, Nina van Rooijen have their shop
and workspace, Cabinet, in the Viadukt. The area draws people from all

over Zurich and beyond.
“We have a lot of local regulars, but we also have regulars who are
travellers, for example, there’s one lady from New York who comes to
see us every time she’s in Zurich,” says Nina.
“Thirty percent of our customers are tourists” adds Jeroen.
Cabinet is a great example of Zurich style. When I visit, Jeroen is
working on a new-old clothing design, the unisex TuTa jumpsuit. His
version is an update of the 1919 design by Italian futurist Thayaht, being
created in honour of its 100th birthday. The sense I get particularly
from talking to Nina and Jeroen is one of knowing their customers and
delighting in what makes Zurich unique.
“People in Zurich are still willing to pay a certain price for something
good and special. On the other hand, they naturally are not the most
outrageous, fashion-savvy and eclectic individuals, they go for simpler
shapes and muted colours,” Jeroen says.
The husband and wife team are involved in the regular “Kreislauf
3,4,5” – a weekend shopping tour of local retailers that occurs once or
twice a year.
“Many shops that are part of Kreislauf are small and self-owned, you
can talk to the proprietors or have things made-to-measure, which is
great,” says Jeroen.
“Zuri-West has a special charm and in some corners it is still
relatively raw and unfinished. Many new residents have moved in, the
rents have gone up, so naturally the younger and arty folks move to new
areas. But it will take some years until the seeds they sow there will start
to blossom, so: Zuri-West is still good, it is very alive!”
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LAUSANNE & MONTREUX

THE SWISS RIVIERA
BREATHTAKING LAKE VIEWS AND TOWNS PACKED WITH CULTURE
AND HISTORY ARE EASILY OVERLOOKED, BUT MISSING THEM
WOULD BE A HUGE MISTAKE.
BY VINCENT VICHIT VADAKAN & PHOTOGRAPHS BY VINCENT SUNG

The steeply terraced vineyards
of Levaux overlook the lake
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This Page, clockwise from left, The Market Steps in Lausanne lead to the
cathedral; Distilled spirits line the shelves at La ferme vaudoise; Durig uses
carefully sourced cacao, including raw, unfermented beans; Meat pies
are a specialty of the Canton of Vaud; Lausanne has preserved much of its
medieval architecture Jean Dubuffet’s collection of Art Brut is the largest
of its kind in the world Opposite, from left, The old town of Lausanne, built
on one of the city’s three hills, overlooks the lake; Sailing and other sports
on the lake are popular as soon as the weather permits

t’s not like the Swiss are trying
hard to keep it a secret. They call
the stretch of shore of Lake Geneva
that runs from Lausanne through
Vevey and on to Montreux the Swiss
Riviera, a name that evokes waterfront
vistas and carefree exclusivity to people
around the world. There’s Montreux’s
world famous Jazz Festival. A long list
of celebrities from royalty to the arts
have elected domicile here.
Calling the area undiscovered is
perhaps an exaggeration, but it is
unfairly overlooked. Lausanne is a
scant hour from Geneva Airport by
train and Vevey just a few minutes
further, but many would-be visitors
sail through on their way to the slopes
of Zermatt and Verbier without ever
setting foot on the lakeshore. If only
they knew what they were missing!

THAT VIEW

First off, there is the jaw-dropping
perspective over the too-blue-to-be-real
waters of Lake Geneva (that residents
know as Lac Léman). The French Alps
feel almost close enough to touch.
The water really is that clear: 80%
of tap water is filtered from the lake,
and yes, you can drink from the tap

and swim in the lake as soon as the
weather is warm enough for you. Both
Lausanne and Vevey have lakefront
promenades, but an out-of-town hike
from Lausanne to Vevey should take
about five hours, unless you make
a detour up the hill into the terraced
wineries of Lavaux (which you will).
Buses and trains connect all the towns
on the shore and run as predictably as
Swiss clockwork, so you can walk as
much as you want then catch a ride
back. Ambitious walkers can stroll the
whole 35 kilometres from Lausanne to
Chillon, but most of us will opt for a
leisurely cruise on CGN’s Belle Époque
steam boats.

“UNDER” THE STATION

The walk takes you along the edge
of the elegant neighbourhood known
as Sous-Gare or literally under the
station, past the historic Beau-Rivage
Palace hotel. Next door you’ll find
the Olympic Museum, filled with
memorabilia from the games and
athletes and an interactive section
that allows you to test your Olympic
skills, an ode to the Olympic spirit.
The museum’s park is studded with
sports-themed artworks by Niki de
Saint-Phalle, Botero and Alexander

Calder. Up the hill (one of the three on
which Lausanne is built) is the Musée
de l’Élysée, dedicated to world-class
photography exhibitions.

CITÉ

If you’re lucky enough to find yourself
on Place de la Riponne on a Wednesday
or Saturday morning, check out the
market for specialities like gros-deVaud, a modern take on traditional
cheese-making. Riponne is also
where Lausanne has embraced that
contemporary culinary phenomenon
called the food truck.
Visit the Palais de Rumine, built with
the funds that philanthropist Gabriel de
Rumine left the city in 1871. It houses
five museums, including the Museums
of Fine Arts (now moving to Plateforme
10 below) and Archeology. A footbridge
connects the museums to la Cité and
the town’s stunning gothic cathedral, a
Protestant place of worship since 1536.
Though it was stripped of many of its
ornaments during the Reformation,
you can still see traces of the original
colours at the Painted Portal.
Take the Escaliers du marché (Stairs
of the Market) down to place de la
Palud, where the statue of Justice
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THE AREA HAS ALWAYS BEEN POPULAR WITH ARTISTS INCLUDING FRANKENSTEIN
AUTHOR MARY SHELLEY, LORD BYRON WHO WROTE THE PRISONER OF CHILLON
HERE, AND AMERICAN CULINARY ICON M.F.K. FISHER.

stands in front of City Hall. You can’t
leave without stopping at Dan Durig’s
chocolate shop where some sweets are
made with raw unroasted cacao, giving
the chocolate a round, fruity flavour.
Enjoy more treats at La ferme vaudoise
where the best artisanal meats, cheeses
and wines from around the Canton of
Vaud are sold.

FLON TO THE STATION

This Page, clockwise from top left, La Pinte Besson, Lausanne’s
oldest restaurant, serves classic Swiss fondue; Les Garages du
Flon, once used as a depot, are now at the heart of Lausanne’s
shopping streets; Breathtaking: the view from Domaine du
Daley; The cellars at L’Auberge du Raisin in Cully also regularly
hosts live music, like the Cully Jazz Festival in April In the studio of
Chaplain’s World, visitors can recreate scenes from their favourite
Charlie Chaplain films; The ballroom of the venerable BeauRivage in Lausanne has also been used for international summits;

Librairie Payot, the largest bookshop
in French-speaking Switzerland,
also stocks books and periodicals in
English. Cross the shop to get to the
Garages du Flon, now the heart of
Lausanne’s pedestrian shopping district
on the site of what once was a series of
merchandise warehouses, as you can
see from the ramps, tracks and other
industrial fixtures still in place.
Not far up the hill you’ll find the
Collection de l’Art Brut, the largest
museum of outsider art in the world.
A term coined by Jean Dubuffet in
the mid 20th century to describe
work unbound by the conventional
art world, Art Brut often reflects the
fantasies and psychological states of
its creators. The epistolary art, ornately
crafted envelopes and letters sometimes
addressed to Dubuffet himself,
shouldn’t be missed.
Back down the hill next to the train
station is the dramatic new Plateforme
10. Built on the site of locomotive
depots, it has been designed to become
the cultural hub of the city. Over the
coming months and years, museums
including the Fine Arts and the Élysée
will move in, joining other exhibition
and performance spaces.

WHERE TO EAT

Brasserie de Montbenon is located
in what was originally the Casino de
Montbenon built in 1909. When the
International Olympic Committee
moved to Lausanne in 1915,
the building was used as its first
headquarters. Today, in addition to the
restaurant that serves modern brasserie
classics like roasted bone marrow and
steak tartare, the building also contains
the Cinémathèque where films from
the Swiss Film Archives are projected,
and an events space. Unsurprisingly the
esplanade affords those stunning lake
views.
La Pinte Besson first opened for
business as a wine merchant in 1780
making it the oldest such establishment
in town. Today locals and visitors alike
come to dip chunks of crusty bread
into unctuous cheese fondue (add a
generous shaving of black truffle for
something really special) and garnished
rösti (crisp potato pancakes). A little
local Chasselas by the glass, carafe
or bottle will wash down the rich,
satisfying fare.
Celebrated chef Anne-Sophie Pic,
who holds three stars for her first
restaurant in Valence over the border in
France, earned another two at the BeauRivage, her first off-site restaurant she
opened 10 years ago. The choice was
an easy one, she told World Travel
Magazine. “[There was] an encounter
with an establishment with which I
share values, and my desire to explore
the Swiss terroir,” she explained. “I
discovered exceptional products that
enriched my creative process like pine
buds, mountain cheeses, wild herbs
and freshwater fish from Lac Léman.”
Féra and omble chevalier are among the
local fish she has embraced.

WHERE TO STAY

The luxurious Beau-Rivage Palace
opened in 1861 and the “new” wing
was added in 1908. The ballrooms
have been used for international
treaties and the guest book reads like
an international Who’s Who including
Coco Chanel, Keanu Reeves, the Dalai
Lama or the late King of Thailand,
who spent much of his childhood
in Lausanne. The nec plus ultra is a
spacious suite overlooking the lake.
Dating from 1909, the Royal Savoy
was the object of an extensive overhaul
and expansion and reopened in 2015.
The hotel makes full use of its garden
where guests can order picnic baskets
and barbecues. Other first class features
include the Brasserie du Royal where
celebrated French chef Marc Haeberlin
has signed some of the dishes, the
rooftop Skylounge, and the drop-dead
gorgeous 1500 square metre spa area.

VEVEY

Just a few minutes down “the coast”
lies Vevey. The wineries of Lavaux
between the two cities have been listed
as a World Heritage site by UNESCO.
Chexbres is where the great American
food writer MFK Fisher found and
lost the great love of her life that she
later recounted in The Gastronomical
Me. In Lutry, Cyril Séverin revived the
Domaine du Daley, the oldest registered
business in Switzerland whose original
cellars were built in 1397. While other
producers keep their production at
home, Séverin found markets in Asia,
like The Four Seasons in Hong Kong or
a distinguished luxury watch merchant
in Tokyo, who serves Daley’s Pinot
Noir alongside far more prestigious
Romanée-Conti. The Vinothèque de la
Maison Rose in Cully, where some of
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This Page, The Fork is part of the collection of the
Alimentarium Opposite, from left, Comic book
hero Corto Maltese looks out to sea in Grandvaux,
in the heart of Levaux wine country; L’auberge du
raisin in Cully serves excellent grilled meats cooked
right in the dining room; The Grand Hôtel du Lac in
Vevey has preserved its 19th century charm.

the terraced vineyards in the UNESCO
heritage site are located, is a wine shop
where you immediately feel at home. It
is run by Danielle Debraine Wannaz, the
daughter and sister of winegrowers, who
shares her stories and arranges tastings
with her customers.
Back in Vevey, the Confrérie
des Vignerons or Brotherhood of
Winegrowers has a museum that
retraces its history over centuries.
They hold a festival to honour the most
skilled winegrowers once a generation
and the first celebration this century will
be held in Summer 2019. The festivities
are expected to attract a million visitors
and will take over the town for three
weeks.
Bravo! is a beautifully designed
shop where you’ll find everything
Swiss, from textiles to food to live
performances. The Jenisch Museum
focuses on painting, drawing, prints and
engravings. And the Alimentarium is a
unique museum (look for the 8-metre
high fork stuck in the water outside).
Celebrity chef Philippe Ligron who
runs the museum’s food experiences
described his mission. “We are not
just explaining food, we want to make
people aware of eating thoughtfully,”
he says. “We accompany them on

a journey to re-connect with food”
through exhibits and workshops that
bring guests into the museum’s garden
and out to meet artisans. But this is not
just another cooking class. “We add a
human dimension, a story. The dialogue
we create with the visitor is very
important.” In short, a perfect outing for
a foodie.
Perhaps the most surprising museum
is Chaplin’s World, the house Charlie
Chaplin spent the last three decades of
his life. The house proper is a tribute
to the man and his life, drawing you
into his daily routine. The Studio on the
other hand cleverly lets you become
a part of his sets and films. Attention:
selfie op guaranteed!

WHERE TO EAT

In Cully, the Auberge du Raisin is a
veritable institution, concentrating on
local ingredients like Swiss-grown
poussin (young chicken), grilled
hanging from a chain in front of an open
fire, in a 15th-century fireplace in the
middle of the dining room.
On the lake in Vevey, Chef Aurélie
Seignouret of Ze Fork serves up
creatively playful takes on an ingredient
or a theme, and multiplies it by three,

like the trio of Bierschwein pork (belly,
chop and cheek) or of lake fish, all
served on the same plate.

EXCURSIONS

The Château de Chillon lays claim
to being the most visited historical
attraction in the country and it’s not hard
to see why. It’s a perfect fairy tale castle
with dungeons and towers that juts
dramatically out onto the lake with real
insight into the workings of the castle.
Glacier 3000 takes you into the heart
of the Swiss Alps. In addition to winter
and summer sports, you can take the
Peak Walk, the only place in the world
where you can walk from one mountain
peak to another on a suspension bridge.

WHERE TO STAY

Grand Hôtel du Lac is plush and
atmospheric, like the Booker Prizewinning novel of the same name by
Anita Brookner. What it isn’t is dark and
melancholy as described in the book,
thanks to a more recent refit. As its
name suggests, the view of the lake is
what you’re after, though the Michelinstarred Les Saisons restaurant and the
in-house spa are nice perks too.
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HAVING THE HOTS FOR

SWITZERLAND’S SECOND CITY MAY LOOK STAID FROM THE OUTSIDE, BUT
BENEATH THE SURFACE IS A TANTALISING WORLD OF POSSIBILITIES.
BY VINCENT VICHIT-VADAKAN & PHOTOGRAPHS BY VINCENT SUNG
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eneva actively cultivates an image of mystery and secrecy.
After all, this is where diplomats negotiate the future of
the world behind closed doors and private bankers count
fortunes in wood-panelled offices overlooking the lake.
Opulent hotels line the lakefront and the world’s most
skilled watchmakers come here to practice their intricate art. But despite
the wealth, which is considerable, this is not a city given to obvious flash
and bling. Since Calvin preached his brand of religious reform here in
the 1530s and 1540s that is still an integral part of the city’s personality,
its inhabitants have valued discretion over ostentation, blending into the
crowd rather than standing out.
Locals pride themselves on efficiency and punctuality (don’t be
late to dinner), but there is none of chaotic hustle and bustle of other
international centres. From across Lake Geneva, their French neighbours
taunt Genevans with the expression “It’s not as if the lake’s on fire,”
spoken with a deliberate drawl that is supposed to imitate, and gently
mock, the relaxed attitudes on this side of the water.
Don’t mistake a noncommittal response for an absence of vitality and
initiative, though. Local author and cultural celebrity Metin Arditi who
is a Genevan by adoption calls the unhurried demeanour “a ruse” used
by poker-faced Genevans who don’t want to reveal their hand. Behind
the unassuming veneer, Geneva is abuzz with creativity and innovation.
Chefs, designers, entrepreneurs and free-thinkers choose Geneva for the
boundless opportunities the city offers.
Stuffy and cool, pragmatic and playful, dynamic and lackadaisical,
cosmopolitan and parochial: Geneva is a bundle of contradictions. But
it is because Geneva constantly defies expectations that visitors never
know what surprises await them at every corner.

THE LAY OF THE LAND

The Jet d’eau or fountain on Lake Geneva that spews water 140 metres
in the air embodies Geneva’s dichotomy. Designed as a functional
valve to release pressure from a hydraulic power plant that supplied
electricity to the growing city (originally released only on Sundays when
businesses were closed and demand was lower), the authorities realised
they were on to something and moved it to its current location in 1891
where it became one of the most recognisable symbols of the city and
its most photographed attraction. Get a close look at it from one of the
paddle steamboat cruises run by the CGN and stay on the boat to tour
the stately homes and villages around the lake. You can walk up to it too
from the Eaux-Vives side, but be aware that even a slight change in wind
can drench the watching crowd.
After seeing the city from the water, you can choose another original
form of transportation that reflects Genevans’ love for their environment.
Covered Taxi-Bikes will take up to two people around the centre,
zipping along bike lanes using manpower and eco-friendly electric
motors.

FEELING ARTSY

If you want to take in some art, you could ask your driver to head for the
Quartier des Bains, where you’ll find galleries like Le commun, a citysponsored space for young artists to show their work. If you’re looking
for something a little edgier, try L’Usine, a converted factory that houses
studios, a nightclub and even a razor-sharp hair salon. Other converted
industrial spaces used for exhibitions are located on the islands on the
Rhône that feeds into Lake Geneva including Halle Nord in a former
market, and Quartier Libre, once a pumping station and power plant.
If you want to take home a unique souvenir, browse through the
prints and posters at Galerie 123 (un, deux, trois). Jean-Daniel Clerc
has been collecting rare advertisements for decades, including Swiss
products, tourist destinations and even public service announcements.
Every piece has a story that the owner will only be too glad to share.
Opera fans should take in a performance at the newly reopened
Grand Théâtre de Genève, that has returned the lobby and foyer space to
their past splendour and adds state-of-the-art technology backstage and
behind the scenes. The 24-metre bar used for interval drinks is the city’s
longest.
After taking in art, culture and history, make a stop at cosy, homey
Le Verre à Monique, for some of the best cocktails in les Bains. Book
a table or run the risk of missing out on their Electric Yuzu (gin, yuzu,
ginger, fruit and tingling bitters).

WATCHING OUT

The Old Town of Geneva, called la Vieille Ville or la Cité, was a walled
fortress until the 19th-century. The medieval façades and cobblestone
streets that lead to the venerable Cathedral of Saint-Pierre were also
home to the first French watchmakers who brought their art to Geneva
in the 1500s. Today the neighbourhood is also home to the resolutely
contemporary artisan Akrivia, an independent atelier founded by Rexhep
Rexhepi in 2012. Seven craftsmen produce fewer than 30 exquisite,
sought-after watches a year. Visits to the workshop are by appointment
only.
A few doors down, another young company offers a one-of-a-kind
experience in the city of luxury timepieces. At Initium, you can learn
the fundamentals of watchmaking with a master horloger and then pick
every element of the watch including the hands, case, band and of course
the movement that you assemble yourself. The result: the satisfaction
of having built a watch that is genuinely your own. “We appeal to a
wide range of people,” says manager Jean-Christophe Benz. “There
are people who save up to join one of our workshops, and there are
customers who already have a collection of branded watches but want to
learn more about how they work.”

CONSUMING PASSION

Another apparent contradiction: austere Genevans also have a huge
sweet tooth. The Swiss eat more chocolate than anyone else in the world,
an average of 10.5 kilos per person each year. Everyone will have a

Opposite, from L-R, Top row, A rewarding cruise on Lake Geneva reveals pretty little buildings that beckon a traveller to explore; Paddle wheel boat cruises, a
unique heritage, run by the CGN on Lake Genenva; Covered taxi-bikes will take up to two people around the city centre Middle row, Spend a fun afternoon
with panoramic view of the lake and its feathered inhabitants – the swans; The Ritz-Carlton Hotel de la Paix – great location, amazing views and over 150
years of history; Le Verre a Monique – some of the best cocktails in les Bains Bottom row, Quartier Libre, once a pumping station and power plant; At Initium,
pick every element of the watch including the hands, case, band and of course the movement that you assemble yourself Previous page, The Jet d’eau or
fountain on Lake Geneva spews water 140 metres in the air, one of the most recognisable symbols of the city.
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This page, clockwise from top, The Ritz-Carlton Hotel de la Paix’s design concept is created
around art, time and nature offering sophisticated art deco design and gold leaf gilding;
The Ariana Museum, collections of porcelain and glass; Casual wine bar Le Vert Bouteille
in Carouge; Beau-Rivage Geneva’s Duplex Elizabeth Taylor Suite Opposite, from L-R, Top
row, La Bonbonnière - Geneva’s first chocolate bar, serving a menu of 35 chocolate drinks
along with their traditional products and creative chocolate designs Middle row, Newcomer
Charlie Ganache, artisan chocolatier in Geneva; playing with flavours in one’s chocolate –
the nugget of goodness and love; Charlie Ganache artisan chocolatier Bottom row, Brilliant
blue skies make for excellent walks along Geneva’s historic buildings; The Halle de Rive is a
fine market for foodies with Bistrot des Halles a great place for a morning coffee with its dark
wood and art deco painted mirrors; The Ritz-Carlton Hotel de la Paix’s grand interiors

FEATURE GENEVA

favourite chocolate shop. Some will send you to Philippe Pascoët whose
distinctive orange boxes are found around town (and now in Dubai as
well). Others may pick newcomer Charlie Ganache, the brainchild of
Pierre-Olivier Brändli, who plays with flavours like saffron and yuzu.
“The idea is for you to travel with the chocolate,” he says.
Even the old-time chocolate houses are repackaging in new, inventive
ways. La Bonbonnière will celebrate its 100th anniversary in 2021,
but after chocolatiers Cédric Rahm and Yvan Loubet led an employee
buyout last year, they opened Geneva’s first chocolate bar, serving a
menu of 35 chocolate drinks that highlights distinctive origins like the
Grand Cru Java 64%, a cacao connoisseur’s dream come true, along
with their traditional products.

GOURMET SHOPPING

Of course there is more to Swiss gastronomy that just chocolate. Meet
the merchants in the Halle de Rive market like Dominique and Carol
Ryser, behind the counter of Fromagerie Bruand, where you can get
Swiss cheeses like the Vacherin Fribourgeois or a mix of cheeses for a
fondue vacuum-packed for travel. On the weekend you might be lucky
enough to try the latest finds from their friend Nathalie Kotarski of
Epicuriels who crisscrosses the region meeting and promoting small
winemakers. Top of her list: women winemakers and natural wines.
The food hall in the basement of the Globus department store, still
referred to as Le Grand Passage originally opened in 1907, is another
unmissable stop for gourmet shoppers. A personal shopper can guide you
through charcuterie and other specialities and organise a tasting on site.
Precious few Swiss wines are exported, perhaps because the Swiss keep
them for themselves! Local hybrid varietals like Gamaret produce quirky
reds, but the best-kept secrets are the distinctive Pinot noirs that will get
Burgundy drinkers talking, and as will Chasselas, king of the whites.
Looking for something a little stronger? Try Switzerland’s Appenzeller
Single Malt whisky, aged in beer barrels.
For an exclusive oenological experience, head to the cellars of the
Beau-Rivage, the luxury hotel opened by the Mayer family in 1865.
There by special arrangement private cellar tours for very small groups
can held, reaching as far back as the hotel’s history and your budget will
allow.

EATING GENEVA

More prosaically, you can enjoy the wines at Le Chat Botté, Chef
Dominique Gauthier’s one-Michelin star gastronomic restaurant that
serves a regularly changing tasting menu of modern French cuisine in
what was once the hotel’s rôtisserie that served meats spit-roasted over
an open fire.
For Nordic-inspired treat, head to Fiskebar in the Ritz-Carlton Hôtel
de la Paix, where 25-year old Chef Benjamin Breton cures, ferments and
serves wild foraged ingredients from his open kitchen, like the succulent
steamed clams with forest greens showered in cured egg yolks.
Yet another destination restaurant is Izumi, located at the top of Four
Seasons Hôtel des Bergues Geneva. Chef Mitsuru Tsukada is a master

of Nikkei cuisine, Japanese dishes that immigrated to Peru in the early
20th-century. His seared black cod miso zuke is a masterclass on a plate.
Chef Philippe Chevrier is an institution in Geneva with several fine
restaurants to his name. But carnivores will head straight for Chez
Philippe that prides itself on sourcing the best meats, whether it’s the
juiciest veal chop from star butcher Molard, or melt-in-your-mouth
wagyu from Japan.

SIGHTSEEING SUGGESTION 1:
GO INTERNATIONAL

The Quartier International houses the United Nations Office, the second
largest in the world after the headquarters in New York. The area is
also home to the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Museum.
The stunning Ariana Museum that houses a vast collection of porcelain
and glass and its park was left to the city by 19th-century intellectual
and politician Gustave Revilliod. The City in turn granted a large part
of the park to the United Nations. The 12-metre high Broken Chair on
Place des Nations by Swiss sculptor Daniel Berset was commissioned
by Handicap International to raise awareness on the issue of landmines
around the world.

SIGHTSEEING SUGGESTION 2: GET OUT OF TOWN
(WITHOUT REALLY LEAVING TOWN)
Next to proper Geneva, Carouge comes across like a rowdy cousin,
loud, bright and just a little uncouth, but in an utterly charming way. By
a treaty signed in 1754, the municipality became part of the Kingdom
of Sardinia, settling a long-standing conflict between Geneva and the
House of Savoy. It quickly gained a reputation for religious tolerance,
as well as smuggling, nightlife and pleasures that were harder to come
by in Protestant Geneva. That independence of spirit lives on today, in
the neighbourhood’s art house Cinéma Bio, saved by local residents;
the casual wine bar Le Vert Bouteille; live music every night at Le Chat
Noir; new restaurants like Le Flacon; and loads of charming boutiques.
As you wander around the brightly-coloured streets you may catch
a glimpse of the lush gardens and courtyards through an open gate.
Carouge became part of the Canton of Geneva in 1816.

WHERE TO STAY

The Ritz-Carlton, that locals still call Hôtel de la Paix, opened on the
lake in 1865, just a stone’s throw from what was then the new railway
station of Cornavin, still in use today. The hotel recently underwent
a major renovation that preserves its huge atrium lobby while adding
modern touches. See the spirals on the chandelier and on the in-room
fixtures? They are reminiscent of the movement of a fine watch. 74
rooms and suites have also been thoroughly revamped with clean
modern lines and every comfort a guest could wish for. Waking up to
a lake view is something you’ll never tire of. The Living Room offers
all-day dining and Fiskebar is both an excellent cocktail bar and an
innovative gastronomic restaurant with Nordic flair.

Opposite, from L-R, Top row, Hotel de la Paix’s restaurant interiors by Stefano Candito; FiskeBar’s fine dining that transports your palate to Scandinavia when
at Ritz Carlton Geneva; meticulously-prepared dishes are the hallmark of Michelin starrer Beau-Rivage Le Chat Botté Middle row, Destination restaurant Izumi
at the top of Four Seasons Hôtel des Bergues Geneva serves Japanese dishes that immigrated to Peru in the early 20th-century; FiskeBar’s interiors are an
extension of the Ritz-Carlton’s art, timelessness and gold-edged elegance with unique creations served as art on plate Bottom row, Chez Philippe located in
the Passage des Lions prides itself on sourcing the best meats, whether it’s the juiciest veal chop from star butcher Molard, or melt-in-your-mouth wagyu from
Japan; it’s platters of cheeses at Le Chat Bottle Beau Rivage and for dessert, one gets ready to slice into the soufflé.
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HEAVEN’S GATE
MAJESTIC MOUNTAINS, GLITTERING LAKES, HIKING TRAILS STREWN WITH WILDFLOWERS, AND
TOP QUALITY DINING EXPERIENCES ALL TO THE SOUNDTRACK OF TINKLING OF COWBELLS –
ALPINE MAGIC INFUSES EVERY CORNER OF INTERLAKEN AND THE JUNGFRAU REGION.
BY DANNI LANDA & PHOTOGRAPHS BY ANA LUI

This page, View of the Lauterbrunnen
Valley from one of the many mountain
trails Opposite, Cycling around the lake
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This page, Wisteria blossoms outside the VictoriaJungfrau Grand Hotel & Spa Opposite, from top left,
Kayaks on the lake; Paragliding over the Alps
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ack in 1882, Mark Twain was commissioned by the Chicago Daily Tribune to write a series of letters about his
travels through Switzerland, a country the writer and hiking enthusiast held dear to his heart. In one missive he
described the Alps as “if heaven’s gates had swung open and exposed the throne”. Sitting on a sun-drenched
terrace at Interlaken it’s difficult to disagree. Positioned between the glassy, serene waters of Lake Thun and
Lake Brienz, Interlaken is encircled by a crown of Europe’s highest and most majestic peaks. The snowy
mountaintops of the Eiger (the ogre), Mönch (the monk) and Jungfrau (the virgin maiden, also known as the Top of
Europe) loom their jagged fairy-tale perfection concealing millennia of mythology. It is very difficult not to be awed.
The Jungfrau region has long been a year-round destination for holidaymakers of all inclinations – extreme sports
enthusiasts, snow bunnies, spa junkies and nature lovers all find blissful appreciation amongst the picturesque mountain
villages, lakes, streams, waterfalls and hiking trails. Despite Twain’s insistence on walking or taking a horse and carriage,
Interlaken is just a short and breathtakingly beautiful train ride from Bern or Zurich and yet feels as if it’s a million miles
away from the concerns of busy city dwellers. As one of Twain’s favourite spots Interlaken has definitely modernised
since his time but in essence, little has changed. It is still flooded in “brilliant, life-giving sunshine, full of the suggestion
of activity, energy and visible enthusiasm.” This small alpine town with a village-like soul has a veritable cornucopia of
things to do while also being the perfect spot to do nothing at all.
Twain stayed at the Victoria-Jungfrau Grand Hotel and Spa and it is still the best address in town. This Belle
Époque beauty maintains an exquisite romanticism while also providing unrivalled service and state-of-the-art modern
conveniences. A plethora of suites are decked out in classic old-world European styles yet still manage to feel fresh and
uncluttered. Marble tiled corridors lit by the crisp alpine sun lead to halls topped with Murano glass chandeliers, the
tinkling of fountains provides a gentle soundtrack and the overall ambience is of restrained luxury, typically discreet as is
the Swiss way. The Jungfrau peak – “the most engaging and beguiling and fascinating spectacle that exists on the earth”
according to Twain – sits shrouded in variegated whites across the clipped lawns of the Höhematte Park and it’s possible
to spend hour upon hour on the hotel’s terrace soaking up the rays, contemplating the mountain and watching paragliders
descend onto the grass like huge, colourful birds.
The thrill of swooping across town in a paraglider is not for everyone so while the more intrepid harness-up others
will enjoy a stroll through the pretty streets. Interlaken’s appeal is mostly about the activities available in and around
the lakes and mountains but a wander through town will provide some Instagram worthy moments. Höheweg is more of
a promenade than a main street and here you can pick up appropriate souvenirs for the folks back home – Swiss army
knives from the Swiss Knife centre, chocolate from the Funky Chocolate Club and watches from Bucherer – but keep
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This page, View of Interlaken from Harder Kulm Opposite,
from top left, The halls of the Victoria-Jungfrau Grand
Hotel & Spa; La Terrasse Restaurant interior
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walking a few minutes more until you reach the sluice gate bridge across the Aare river leading to the medieval town centre
of Unterseen.
This gentle walk along the river culminates in the ancient Unterseen old town with its 13th-century church, town hall
and the ruins of Weissenau castle. From the Weissenau Nature Reserve, there’s a lesser-known trail through the wetlands
boasting impressive views of the mountains. The wooden walkway is blessedly un-crowded and the rippling waters of
Lake Thun, vibrant birdlife and delicate wildflowers can be enjoyed in relative peace. Walking, cable car and train are the
common modes of transport in the region (the adventurous can add mountain bikes, kayaks, paddle boards and parachutes
to that list) but before one embarks on an appreciation of fresh Swiss mountain air one must be suitably nourished.
Restaurant La Terrasse at the Victoria-Jungfrau has been justifiably awarded an impressive 16 points in the Gault
Millau guide. Chef Stefan Beer is a local Oberlander and brings a certain regional pride to his menus. Produce is sourced
from a strict 40-kilometre radius and Beer uses his local’s know-how to secure the best fresh ingredients from hunters,
fisherpeople, farmers and makers. The restaurant’s garden supplies all the herbs plus berries and nuts. Roasted beetroots
from Tschingel are served with goat cheese from Meiringen scattered with walnuts from the hotel’s grounds. Oscietra caviar
accompanies local pike filet, regional beef tenderloin is served with its marrow and the sorbet between courses is made
from Rugen Swiss Cristal gin and tonic.
Beer is not the only chef to prove the innovation of Swiss cuisine beyond fondue and chocolate – although, fondue
followed by chocolate amongst the mountains is not such a bad thing. Restaurant Bären serves authentic fondue and other
Swiss favourites all set in a traditional Heidi-style wooden chalet. Craft beer enthusiasts should stop by The Barrel and for
world-class post-hike hunger-beating sandwiches head to the Sandwich Bar. Don’t miss the excellent coffee and homemade
cakes in the Ladelokal café.
Switzerland does not have a reputation as a wine-growing region but once you’ve tasted a few drops of the local
selection you might start to wonder if they’ve been keeping it a secret on purpose. Vineyards have been thriving along the
shore of Lake Thun in the town of Spiez for thousands of years. The small production is rarely exported making a glass of
the local Riesling Sylvaner or Pinot Noir a real treat. A tour of the Speiz vineyards will reveal a deliciously secret side to
Swiss gastronomy.
Now that appetites are sated its time to take on the region’s mountains, Jungfrau is composed of a series of cute mountain
villages surrounded by lush green pastures, gentle cows and peaked wooden chalets. There are 200-kilometres of wellposted hiking trails serviced by a chain of cog-trains, chair lifts and cable cars all within a 20-kilometre radius of Interlaken.
Not even the hardiest hiker will complete every available trail but there are some routes that shouldn’t be missed.
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This page, clockwise from top left; Paragliding over
the Alps; A typical alpine chalet; View from the train
to Jungfraujoch; The lookout at Harder Klum Opposite,
from top left, Cows have right of way; The lakes are a
focal point of activity

The Lauterbrunnen valley hosts a total of 72 separate cascades the best known is the Staubbachfall located just left
above the village of Lauterbrunnen. From Lauterbrunnen train station it’s a relaxed 3-hour hike on a wide flat trail, which
can be easily cycled. The falls are stunning, its no wonder Goethe composed “Song of the Spirits over the Water” in
honour of the magnificent views. The tremendous Trummelbachfälle are also located on a nearby route. Here, the steep
ascent is made easier by a platform elevator and the raging torrent of glacial meltwater will make your heart tremble.
The Panoramaweg hike gives it away in its name. An easy to moderate 3.5-hour trek looping from Schynige Platte
train station taking you through quintessential Swiss vistas replete with grazing cows, wildflower meadows, snowcapped
peaks, the occasional yodeler and impressive views of the two lakes. The Eiger, Mönch and Jungfrau all get a starring role
in this stroll through the Alps providing many photo opportunities. Keep an eye out for delicate edelweiss blossoms on
this trail and try your best not to break into song.
A journey to the Top of Europe – the Jungfraujoch pass – is essential. The two-hour train ride ascends through near
vertical mountain tunnels to 3,454 metres and the station at the top is Europe’s highest. Views of the Aletsch Glacier are
astounding and a walk around the ice-palace a must. Be sure to get there early to avoid the crowds and remember a winter
jacket – even though you’re in t-shirts down below the Top of Europe is covered in year-round snow.
From here an ultra-fast lift carries you up to the steam-punk style edifice of the Sphinx Observatory. Among its many
scientific roles, it also serves as a solar spectrometer for the Institute of Astrophysics and Geophysics at the University of
Liège. The words solar spectrometer matched with the buildings unusual sci-fi design is enough to have you dreaming of
Hollywood androids. Add in an overnight stay at the Mönchsjochütte, Switzerland’s highest mountain hut, to really seal
your adventurer credentials.
All of the six villages in the Jungfrau region are worth a visit, especially as the transport between them is so efficiently
Swiss. Throughout summer, Grindelwald is bedecked in wildflowers growing amongst its chocolate box wood chalets.
This petite hamlet looks as if it jumped out of the pages of a storybook. A charming walking route, the Grosse Scheidegg,
is quite possibly one of the most beautiful trails in the whole region – which is no easy feat in an area with so much
beauty.
Routes along this stretch of the mountain vary from easy to difficult but for those looking for a pleasant stroll ending
with schnapps start at Meiringen. This amiable town was the location for Sherlock Holmes swan song and if there’s time,
the nearby Reichenbach Falls offer a spectacular view down the rushing torrent towards the valley floor. Take the Postbus
to the hotel at Grosse Scheidegg where a gentle climb leads through wild meadows and over small streams running with
pristine mountain water.
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Views over Grindelwald and the glaciers beyond as well as glimpses of the Sshwarzhorn peak delight throughout
this hike. The path ends at the Grindelwald – First gondola where those with no fear can take the First cliff walk across
metallic walkways jutting 45-meters over the sheer drop into icy, snowy oblivion. The views here are beyond description.
Alternatively, an hour hike from here will take you to Bachalpsee, a glassy alpine lake that shimmers with the reflection
of the mountains. We didn’t forget the schnapps, back at Grindelwald village, park yourself on a chalet terrace and order a
special supercharged coffee and a Swiss pastry to gather your strength.
Finally, the village of Ballenberg operates as an open-air interactive museum showcasing Swiss history and perfectly
persevered architectural structures from all over the country. There are over 30 workshops where you can have a go at
anything from making wooden toys to herbal medicines, cheese making, beekeeping, basket weaving and wool spinning.
Grown-ups will be fascinated by the history and opportunity to learn a new skill within a stunning alpine setting but if
you’re travelling with children this immersive experience is essential especially the Foxtrail treasure hunt.
With the seemingly endless list of activities on offer throughout the region, it would be ideal to bookend your stay with
a spa day (or three, or more) back at Interlaken. The Nescen Spa at the Victoria Jungfrau hotel is a 5,500 square metre ode
to wellness encompassing the expected aqua circuit, massage menu and beauty treatments but it’s the signature Better
Aging program that makes this spa experience unique. A team of medical staff, chefs and therapists create a bespoke plan
just for you. But if you can’t manage to fit a four or seven-day program into your itinerary you can still reap the benefits
by dipping in and out of the extensive spa menu. After taking in all that fresh, pristine mountain air followed by some selfcare indulgence you’ll emerge a completely new person.
Interlaken and the Jungfrau region come out of the pages of a fairy tale. The dream-like scenery with snow-capped
peaks sitting above vibrant green pastures clinking with cowbells, sparkling alpine water and that world-famous Swiss
efficiency tick a lot of holiday boxes for families and couples. Holidays here can be as intensely experiential as you
have the energy for or as lazy as a mountain cow wandering an alpine path, which is what makes it such an appealing
destination.
Mark Twain was the region’s biggest admirer and after a visit, you too will note this corner of alpine paradise as the
“charmingest place for repose, and restfulness and superb scenery whose beauty undergoes perpetual, processional change
from one miracle to another.” Impossibly magical it’s not important how active you are during your stay because no
matter what you choose to do you’ll return to daily life invigorated.
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esides the stunning scenery and majestic clear-blue lakes, Ticino
has something else to offer visitors—cuisine. This Italian-speaking
region of Switzerland brings together north and south to achieve a
culinary perfection all its own. From Michelin-starred restaurants
to rustic local grotti, gastronomy runs the gamut here in Ticino. Based
on fresh vegetables, grains, and simple flavourings, Ticinese cuisine
channels its Italian roots—with a dose of the delicious dairy that
Switzerland does best.

Grotto full throttle

Despite the abundance of fine food and gourmet cuisine, traditional local
staples are still favoured by young and old. The best way to taste them is
to visit a grotto. These cave-like restaurants decorated in traditional style
serve local specialities and are dotted all over Ticino.
You might think of pizza and pasta as classic Italian food, but here in
Ticino, you’d be wrong - Ticinese are most fond of polenta, their main
grain. It has even earned them a nickname—“polentone”, polenta-eaters.
The thick porridge is made from corn grown in nearby Magadino and
ground buckwheat is often added to the mix, bringing a slightly earthy,
nutty taste.
In autumn or winter, order a steaming bowlful straight from a large
pot on a crackling fire at La Baita in Magadino across the lake from
Locarno. Top it with a hefty portion of local mountain cheeses like
Valmaggia and Piora, which boast a PDO, “Protected Designation of
Origin”. In the mood for something softer and creamier? Go for goat’smilk Zincarlin rolled in Alpine herbs or black pepper.
If you’re headed out of Ascona toward the Centovalli, you won’t
be able to resist a stop at Grotto du Rii. With flower boxes galore
beckoning passers-by, this gem is equally as unique inside as outside.
Sip a glass of rosemary-infused wine while scouring the mounted stuffed
animals and carriage-wheel lamps, where tasty Ticinese braised beef
called brasato, is served alongside some of area’s famously creamy
risotto. If luck prevails, you might be there on an evening that features
live local music.

TICINO

SWISS DINING DESTINATION
Photographs by Villa Castagnola, Ticino Turismo & Grotto du Rii

By Alexis Munier

Fine food at its finest

When you’ve sampled all the traditional gastronomy that Ticino has
to offer, it may be time to try a fine meal at an upscale restaurant. At
Gallery Arté al Lago the Michelin-starred location that is housed in an
art gallery at the historic Villa Castagnola hotel in Lugano. The walls
are dotted in virtuosic paintings and sculptures line the halls, featuring a
variety of artists with the exhibitions changing twice a year. Chef Frank
Oerthle might recommend scallops with miso and wasabi infusion,
steamed oysters and caramelized spring onion, or one of the other
carefully prepared house specialities. Desserts are not to be missed—if
you visit in springtime, this could include a crispy rhubarb tartlet “Arté
style” when the tangy vegetable is in season.
Just down the road is Al Portone, a name synonymous with fine
food for several decades. Stucco and stone add a certain charm and
authenticity to the setting here, with a large terrazza out back for al
fresco dining. Chef Francis Carre blends French and Italian cuisine
with melt-in-your mouth creations like cardamom-poached pears with
Gorgonzola mousse. In addition to a wide selection for carnivores,
Al Portone has a special meat-free menu that makes it a boon for
vegetarians and vegans.

Enjoying a meal in one of Bellinzona’s three UNESCO-listed castles
is a rare treat. The oldest of the bunch, Castegrande, is home to an
eponymous kitchen that serves chic, modern Mediterranean dishes.
The décor is cooler than cool, with the sophistication continuing onto
your plate. Sample the pan-fried duck liver with cocoa nibs or the
roasted lamb shoulder with fresh herbs, washed down with one of a vast
selection (over 70!) of local Merlots.
Keep walking another 40 minutes uphill to arrive at Osteria Sasso
Corbaro, where guests are rewarded with spectacular food—and even
more spectacular views. Tables can be had both inside the restored
castle hall and a walled-in, shaded courtyard if weather permits. Order
the lighter side with spaghetti with fresh prawns and sweet peas to save
room for a rotating dessert menu and what is perhaps the region’s best
tiramisu.

The flow of Merlot

They say that Merlot is mother’s milk to Ticino, and the vineyards
covering the steep mountainsides are all the proof needed. These grapes,
like 85% of others in Ticino, produce much-loved Merlot. Formerly
unknown outside Switzerland, this excellent wine-producing region
is burgeoning amongst wine connoisseurs looking for unusual blends.
Merlot here comes in white as well as traditional red varieties. Ticino
doesn’t have the hot summer days that many Merlot-growing regions
have, and its cool nights result in a wine that is drier and less fruity than
others.
All restaurants serve a selection of local wines, but for a real
vinologue experience, head to Agriloro. A guided visit includes a tour
of the fermentation facilities and giant aging barrels, with an interesting
look into how Ticinese wine is made. A tasting then follow with six
wines, featuring Merlot, Casimiro, and Sauvignon Bianco, amongst
others. Many more are available for purchase, including their goldmedal winning Merlot assemblage of five different grapes.

This page, Grotto du Rii is a must-eat traditional dining experience Opposite, from top, Gallery Arte al Lago at Villa Castagnola is brimming with
first class art and cuisine; Lago Maggiore is the stunning blue lake at the heart of Canton Ticino
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BASEL THE ART MASTER
More money is spent on art in Basel than anywhere else in Europe — and this summer
there is more of it on display than ever before. By Mike MacEacheran

T

he church bells chime at noon on Munsterplatz and Margrit Götz,
in fur coat and tortoise-shell sunglasses, is trotting across the
cobbled square listing how her hometown has been shaped by
the most-lauded architects in the business.
“Renzo Piano, Mario Botta, Zaha Hadid, Frank Gehry, Herzog and de
Meuron… they’re all here,” she says. “Every designer and architect has
wanted a piece of Basel. But it’s easy to see why, don’t you agree?”
With a little imagination, it’s not hard to take Götz at her word. Ever
since the 5th-century, Basel has been a prize for conquerors and kings.
Firstly, because of its prime location on the Upper Rhine river. But also
for its rich artistic and cultural heritage. The Celts came first, followed
by the Romans who stayed for 400 years, then the Franks and Maygars
followed. Only then, did the Protestant Reformers arrive to sort everyone
out (the crosier, the hefty bishop’s staff, remains the city’s emblem).
Times change, of course, but foreigners still do battle in Basel, if
only in the name of art. Principally, they crowd the auction halls at the
Herzog and de Meuron designed Messe Basel, Switzerland’s largest and
most important exhibition centre, to buy and sell at the annual Art Basel.
It’s now the world’s preeminent art fair, with satellites having popped
up in Miami Beach and Hong Kong, and nearly 95,000 people flood in
every year. This year’s edition takes place from 13 to 16 June, and with
representation from 4,000 artists, around 290 galleries and 35 countries,
it’s set to be its biggest yet.
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As a confluence of influences, Basel has more art, architecture and
design on display than most visitors expect. Although I’ve known
about its art treasures for decades, this is one of the first opportunities
I’ve had to see it for myself. Indeed, few cities are so defined by their
relationship with art and there are 37 museums in Basel — many of
which are dedicated to the finer arts. It is an extraordinary number for a
city its size. And even unremarkable public squares have monumental
sculptures and whimsical fountains from the likes of American artist
Richard Serra and Swiss sculptor and national treasure Jean Tinguely
(more on him later).
Across the Rhine, and in walking distance of Messe Basel, is the
city’s must-see piece of art real estate. What the Louvre is to Paris, or
The Met is to New York, the Kunstmuseum is to Basel. The world’s
oldest public fine art gallery, it more than doubled in size three years
ago, and smacks of enterprise. The extension by architects Christ &
Gantenbein added an extra 2,740 sqm of galleries to the original and
while Picasso, Mondrian, Cezanne, Monet, Rothko, Van Gogh, Warhol,
Degas and Munch are all front and centre, I’m as equally intrigued by
the lesser-known Swiss pieces. “The collection simply outgrew the size
of the building,” Götz tells me, matter-of-factly, about the renovation. “It
had become a serious matter of civic pride.”
For an equally ambitious view of Basel, head to the outer suburb
of Riehen. It’s done business here since 1997, when philanthropic art
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dealers Ernst Beyeler and Hilda Kunz commissioned Renzo Piano
to design a museum housing their private collection. Inside, in an
airy setting straight out of a 007 thriller, the series of light-filled
pavilion-like galleries provide a highlights reel of the 21st century
with masterpieces on rotation. This summer, the main galleries are
devoted to the works of contemporary painter Rudolf Stingel (until 6
October).
The weight of modern art history on Basel’s shoulders can also
be found at Museum Tinguely and this is where Götz leaves me to
explore at my own pace. Every city needs someone to inspire the
next generation and Basel’s is larger-than-life mechanical sculptor
Jean Tinguely. Born in neighbouring Fribourg, he was a man of
unwavering confidence (“as soon as I touch junk — it’s magic,” he
once said) and his science-gone-mad kinetic reliefs, petrol-driven
machines and musical skeletons have become symbols of the city.
This may only be a snapshot of the city’s artistic past, present
and future, but Basel is so much more than a sum of its parts;
Switzerland’s forgotten city represents the art world in microcosm.
There is creativity here, vision and out-the-box thinking. And most
important of all, there is personality.
Picasso, Monet, and Van Gogh never did visit Basel, but were they
to do so today, it seems just the sort of place that would inspire them
to even greater things.
For more information on Basel, visit basel.com. To help with trips
and itineraries to Switzerland, go to myswitzerland.com
This page, clockwise from top left, The Museum Tinguely houses the
world’s largest collection of art by Jean Tinguely, famous for his moving
mechanical sculptures; Drone shot in the Dreispitz with the courtyard of
the College of Art and Design; In the courtyard of the main building of
the Kunstmuseum Basel; View from the middle Rhein bridge towards the
Grand Hotel with the evening sun. Opposite, The urban art work of Tika: ;
Art promoter Philipp Brogli on Urban Art Tour
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WELLNESS GETAWAYS

SWITZERLAND’S
ULTIMATE WELLNESS GETAWAYS
Fresh Swiss air and sparkling mineral waters add the finishing touches to
these sumptuous wellness resorts. By Kristy Alpert
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Photograph by The Cambrian & Grand Resort Bad Ragaz

I

approached my window with the
anticipation of a child on Christmas
morning, unsure of what view would
appear just outside the drawn curtains of
my hotel room. I had arrived in Switzerland’s
Bernese Oberland late the night before, the
scenery around me shrouded under a blanket
of darkness as I stashed my Swiss Travel Pass
in my suitcase and made my way from the
train station to my hotel.
I peeled back the first curtain, opened the
balcony door, and stepped out into the crisp
morning air to find myself surrounded by
pristine wooden chalets lining the base of the
countless snow-capped mountains that lined
the backdrop of the village. The subtle sound
of cowbells lingered in the distance as a gentle
breeze of sweet mountain air enveloped my
senses and triggered an intrinsic desire within
me to inhale deeply. Every muscle in my body
seemed to relax as I exhaled, bringing a smile
to my face and a warm sense of peace through
my body.
I had not been in Switzerland for even 24
hours, and already I was more relaxed than I
had been in 24 years.
There’s an unmistakable purity that
penetrates into Switzerland’s cultural core. In
Zurich, drinkable water flows from more than
1,200 picturesque public water fountains set
throughout the city. Throughout the country,
roses, violets, and dahlias are served as a
pairing alongside delicate slices of Gruyere
and Emmentaler cheese without so much as
an afterthought since Swiss farmers rarely use
pesticides. The country is even home to more
than 1,600 protected natural areas throughout
its 26 cantons, often to help protect the purity
of the waters flowing throughout the parks.
Switzerland is home to some of the
cleanest air and some of the most pristine
natural mineral springs in the world, so it
comes as no surprise that this unspoiled

destination is a wellspring of wellness
offerings. The Swiss have long put a special
focus on self-care that the rest of the world is
slowly catching up on, producing some of the
world’s finest luxury skincare lines—like La
Prairie and Valmont—and home to some of
the world’s most luxurious wellness hotels.
In Zurich, travellers don’t even have to
leave the city to soak in the waters of one
of the country’s best-kept secrets. The super
chic B2 Boutique Hotel and Spa is located
in the former Hürlimann brewery, where the
building sits directly on top of the city’s Aqui
mineral spring, a precious water source that
feeds this 60-room boutique hotel with rich
mineral water for its award-winning rooftop
thermal bath and spa. The spa is located inside
the old stone vaults of the hotel’s top floor that
once housed large oaken casks of Hürlimann
beer, but today is home to three gigantic
wooden basins filled with warm mineral water
and a series of jets and bubble loungers that
help soothe guests’ tired muscles.
The spa area includes a series of other
thermal pools with wellness classes held
throughout the week that include aqua-yoga
and swim classes for children. The fullservice spa—with massage treatments and
body rituals like their famous milk-herbal
pouch massage that deeply hydrates the skin
after a long soak in the mineral waters—sits
directly below but the spa’s ultimate wellness
offering: a heated rooftop infinity pool that
overlooks the entire city of Zurich.
Deeper into the Alps, visitors can uncover
the healing benefits of pure air and alpine
adventures at The Cambrian, a Design Hotel,
in the village of Adelboden. This recently
renovated luxury hotel specialises in outdoor
wellness, with guided hiking trips during the
summer and spring (complimentary for all
guests) and all-levels of ski packages in the
winter.

The hotel’s 750m2 spa also offers seasonal
treatments, like the popular springtime
blackberry body wrap that harnesses the
antioxidant rich properties of wild Swiss
blackberries to purify and relax the body.
The spa’s year-round locally-made Alpienne
honey body scrub with mountain salt crystals
has also long been a guest favourite for its
rejuvenating effects on the skin.
Wellness within the hotel’s walls extends
far beyond treatments though, as the spa
also includes a heated indoor pool, a fitness
centre, a Finnish sauna with steam bath and
rain shower, and a heated outdoor thermal
pool that allows guests the chance to soak in
mineral-rich thermal water while immersing
themselves in the fresh alpine air among a
stunning backdrop of soaring mountains.
Set among the Alps of Eastern
Switzerland, The Grand Resort Bad Ragaz
is frequently regarded as the ultimate wellness
destination in Switzerland, where gleaming
white walls create a temple-like atmosphere
for this holy grail of thermal baths. This
Leading Hotels of the World property’s
wellness tradition dates back more than 150
years, with a first-class spa (which employs
a full-time “hugger” who wraps guests in
a heated towel upon exiting the thermal
baths), an elaborate outdoor sauna circuit
with special programming from the current
world champion sauna infusion masters,
a world-renown medical center, thermal
baths that include a family spa and a series
of thermal waters at varying temperatures,
complimentary e-bike rentals, and the
Clinique La Prairie (The Grand Hotel Bad
Ragaz is the only hotel in the world where
guests can purchase these luxurious Swiss
beauty products onsite).
The medical centre on site is often used
by elite athletes and visitors looking for longterm wellness results, where a team of highlyqualified medical doctors are onsite to attend
to everything from nutrition counselling and
physical therapy to dermatology and dentistry.
The Spa Suites within the Grand Hotel
Quellenhof offer the ultimate wellness retreat,
where each room is fed entirely by the locally
sourced thermal water from the Tamina Gorge
and include 24/7 personal butler service.
Switzerland’s focus on wellness goes
beyond providing temporary respite from
stressful routines; it provides an opportunity
for self-rediscovery.
Opposite, clockwise from left, Situated amid
the pristine scenery of the Swiss Alps is The
Cambrian; Grand Resort Bad Ragaz’s The
Tamina Therme
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SHORT BREAKS SCHILTHORN

SCHILTHORN
The Thrilling World of James Bond
Schilthorn provided the backdrop to James Bond’s On Her Majesty’s Secret Service. Fifty years
later fans can channel their inner secret agent at this mountain top shrine to all things Bond.

Photographs by Ana Lui & Switzerland Tourism/Schilthorn.ch

By Danni Landa

n the late 1960s, a location scout was traipsing through Europe looking
for a suitably dramatic mountain location for the next James Bond
movie, On Her Majesty’s Secret Service. A casual conversation with a
hotel concierge brought his attention to the thrillingly theatrical scenery
of the Schilthorn. The future of the mountain and Bond was sealed. But
it would take a little Swiss ingenuity and Bond-esque dealings to finally
create what can only be described as the most dramatic movie set of
all-time.
Before tourism hit the Bernese Alps in the mid 19th century, it was
the exclusive domain of serious mountaineers and daring scientists.
Railways opened it up to sightseers who came in increasing numbers,
including a teenage Tolkien where a hiking holiday across the Alps gave
flight to his imagination. Eventually, a summit cableway was installed
finally giving the public access to the stunning Schilthorn vistas.
Construction on a revolving restaurant had been halted but the producers
behind the new 007 project saw its potential as the perfect setting for the
secret HQ of Blofeld – Bond’s arch-enemy – and his ‘Angels of Death’,
a troupe of lethal henchwomen, including a young Joanna Lumley. In
the original book, Ian Fleming gave it the name Piz Gloria and it stuck.
In exchange for shooting rights, the film company agreed to finance the
completion of the restaurant as well as the installation of a helipad.

I

Their prescience paid off in spades. The Schilthorn provides a
stunning backdrop for some of the most memorable scenes in the
entire Bond movie canon. At almost 3000 metres above sea level, one
impressive revolution of the Piz Gloria restaurant presents diners with
jaw-dropping panoramic views of the surrounding mountains – the
monumental Eiger, Mönch and Jungfrau to the east and even the distant
Mont Blanc way out west. This year sees the celebration of the 50th
anniversary of both the movie’s 1969 release and the opening of the
restaurant, a truly symbiotic partnership.
Aside from the seriously life-affirming views, Piz Gloria contains an
inventive range of experiences designed specifically for Bond lovers.
The interactive Bond World 007 museum has masses of memorabilia
from the movie, hair-raising helicopter and bobsled simulators plus
an enormous cinema screen showcasing the best scenes from the film
within the context of the mountain. Once outside, the sheer scale of the
Alpine scenery will be imprinted on your memory forever. There are few
words that can truly encapsulate what it’s like to stand on top of this icy
world.
The Skyline viewing platform juts out over the valley and is kitted
out with viewing cylinders that let you pinpoint certain aspects of the
mountain range just like the opening credits of a Bond movie. The Bond
Walk of Fame runs along the ridgeline and is dotted with intriguing
displays of autographs, handprints and anecdotes from cast and crew.
To experience the stunning scenery in more solitude, there are three
comfortable shaded outdoor lounges further along the ridge offering a
peaceful, meditative vantage point and an excellent spot for a selfie.
Be sure to nab tickets that combine return journeys from Stechelberg
with the James Bond Brunch. You could also try the 50th Anniversary
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SHORT BREAKS SCHILTHORN

THRILL WALK
BIRG

This page, Part of the Thrill Walk at Bird mid-station
Previous page from left, Ski piste made famous by
James Bond; Dining terrace at Schilthorn, cable
car all the way to the top; Piz Gloria brunch
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This Page, A viewing platform along the Sky Walk trail
Opposite, Birg mid-station; Views of the Bond World
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Special lunch which includes a 007 Burger, cappuccino or hot
chocolate, access to the Bond Cinema and a morphing photo and
souvenir at the Top Shop. The ultimate part of the experience is getting
to sip your complimentary martini (shaken not stirred) as the glorious
views slowly orbit in front of you.
This being Bond World there is no limit on adrenalin-charged
experiences. Skiers can descend to the Birg mid-station on the same
piste Bond star George Lazenby sped down during the famous ski
chase scene. It also happens to form the first leg of the Inferno, the
world’s largest annual amateur ski race. Whether by ski or cable
car, the exhilaration continues, particularly for those with a head for
heights. The Skyline Walk extends out over an electrifyingly high
precipice. Follow this up with the 200 metre-long Thrill Walk, which
clings to the cliff face and includes net bridges and glass flooring that
truly tests the nerve of any special agent. Afterwards, Birg’s stylish
bistro will more than help to achieve some degree of equilibrium. At
nearby Allmendhubel families can spend a whole day exploring the
adventure playground and mountain flower trail and it has a splendid
terrace restaurant that serves traditional Swiss fare.
Whether flushed with a Bondian glow or seriously chilled out
from simply spending time up on the Schilthorn’s peaks, the village
of Mürren gives ample opportunity for replenishment. This is where
the Bond cast and crew retired after a hard day’s filming and quite
probably the location of their notorious late-night poker sessions, with
tales being told of Telly Savalas (of Kojak fame) allegedly separating
George Lazenby from his earnings in a single sitting.
For more than a century Mürren has been a hub for winter sports,
boasting over 50km of ski runs and now offering climbing and hiking
tours more suited to the milder seasons. In the summer, an easy
75-minute hike from Grütschalp cable car station back to Mürren
village passes through mountain forests, along idyllic valley streams,

past waterfalls, with an optional pitstop at Winteregg restaurant to
nibble on their range of rösti before moving on. The notorious Grütsch
trail is situated north from the town and is a dream for hard-core
mountain bikers where a cable car takes riders to the top of the peak,
leaving them to descend the sheer 3km trail and repeat as necessary.
Mürren is totally car-free so the air is empty of noise and exhaust
fumes. Taste buds can be sated at numerous restaurants and cafes,
from Tham’s serving Asian cuisine to the wonderful Hotel Eiger
restaurant with fish specialities and vegetarian options. Hip, veganfriendly Café Liv serves homemade beetroot soup, cheesecake and
deeply rich coffee in a laid-back, friendly atmosphere. If you missed
out on grabbing a souvenir on the mountain top stop by the Mürren
branch of the Skyline shop to pick up your James Bond memorabilia.
For those looking to prolong their stay, Mürren has a surprisingly
large number of hotels and hostels to choose from. The cosy threestar Hotel Alpenruh beside the cable car station provides light
and airy rooms and a spa. For possibly more romantic, secluded
accommodation there’s the 170-year-old Pension Suppenalp, lying
one kilometre outside of the village; closer to the ski and sled slopes
and surrounded by acres of floral meadows in the summer.
Finding your way to Bond heaven is pretty straightforward with
Bern being the closest airport or hop on the hour-long train ride from
the resort town of Interlaken, the main transport gateway to the
mountains and lakes of the Bernese Alps. From there it takes an hour
to reach Mürren via a combination of train, bus and cable car, and
Piz Gloria is another short cable-car ride away. For those wishing to
drive, head for Stechelberg (about 18km from Interlaken) where you
can park and continue to Mürren and Schilthorn via cable car. Bond
creator Ian Fleming once admonished readers to “Never say ‘no’ to
adventures”, so, however you choose to arrive at Schilthorn there’s no
doubt the great author would approve.
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AT LEISURE SCENIC TRAINS

Travelling In Style
along Switzerland’s

Scenic Railways
By Robert La Bua
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ew countries in the world are as scenic as Switzerland, where
majestic mountains, verdant valleys, flowing rivers, and frozen
glaciers are only some of the natural features to be seen in this land
of exceptional Alpine scenery. In a superbusy, urbanised world, the
chance to replace concrete with mountains is one much enjoyed by visitors
to Switzerland, where languages, cultures, terrains, and microclimates
meet as if attending one of the many international conferences hosted
in this cosmopolitan land in the centre of Europe. Some of those events
even take place on board trains while passing through what many people
consider to be the world’s most beautiful country.
Switzerland’s railway system is widely acknowledged as the most
comprehensive in the world. Generally, it is possible to go anywhere in the
country by train, with smaller villages accessible by PostBus or mountain
railway connections that are part of an integrated national transport
system. Some of the most dramatic views are seen in pristine areas
both remote and rugged, places where trains go but cars do not. Though
Switzerland’s landscapes can be enjoyed through the windows of almost
any train, premium panoramic trains offer exceptional views along routes
of particular interest to the country’s visitors.
Extraordinary feats of engineering were undertaken to surmount the
daunting challenge of topography; these masterful achievements have
themselves become sights to see and experience. Tunnels dug through
mountains, sweeping curves of railway lines, and 360-degree circular
tracks are among the logistical aspects of the train journeys that make
them all the more memorable, though perhaps it is the elevated tracks
looming vertiginously high above the surrounding landscapes and the
bridges hundreds of metres above the ground that induce the most awe
from passengers lucky enough to be in Switzerland in the first place. Three
routes especially stand out among the world’s most beautiful rail journeys.
Perhaps the most famous of Switzerland’s premium panoramic trains is
The Glacier Express. Linking the villages of St Moritz in the southeastern
Graubünden canton and Zermatt in the Valais on the southwestern
border with Italy, The Glacier Express connects two of Switzerland’s
most exclusive ski resorts via an eight-hour journey through spectacular
scenery. New in 2019 is Excellence Class, a category of travel above
First Class that offers exceptional dining paired with comfortable lounge
seating and a personal travel guidance as the train travels across 291
bridges and through 91 tunnels on its journey between St Moritz and
Zermatt.
One of the most startling of those engineering marvels is the elevated
curved track along the route of The Bernina Express that heads directly
into the side of a mountain, where the tiny black hole seen from far away
grows in size to become the tunnel that will accommodate the train. The
Bernina Express is beloved by those who have ridden the rails to reach the
remotest parts of Switzerland. Departing the Eastern cities of Landquart
or Chur, The Bernina Express continues to the glamorous resort of St
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“THE BERNINA EXPRESS IS BELOVED BY THOSE WHO HAVE RIDDEN THE RAILS TO
REACH THE REMOTEST PARTS OF SWITZERLAND.”
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This page, clockwise from
top left, The GoldenPass Line
arriving in Gstaad; The Bernina
Express going down the street
in Le Prese, Valposchiavo; The
beauty of Montreux is visible
right from the station platform;
Scenery along The Bernina Line
Opposite, Bernina Express at Alp
Gruem Previous page, Glacier
Express - Glacier Express at
Trun. The slowest express train
in the world; Glacier Express
Excellence Class

Moritz before passing through the sharp, snow-covered granite peaks
chiselled by glaciers. It is just after Pontresina, the charming village
adjacent to St Moritz, that The Bernina Express rolls into the deep
mountain crevices before reaching the vantage point of Alp Grüm.
At 2091 metres above sea level, the wide vistas seen from here over
the Palü glacier and valley of Valposchiavo are truly inspirational.
Visitors can have lunch at the restaurant in the Alp Grüm train
station before descending on foot 420 metres to the Glacier Garden
of Cavaglia before reboarding the train to continue the journey
southward to the picturesque town of Poschiavo.
The microclimate of Valposchiavo makes this part of Switzerland
sunnier than other areas, thus allowing the cultivation of warmclimate fruits and vegetables. Some passengers opt to spend the
night at the historic Hotel Albrici after enjoying dinner in Albrici’s
beautiful Sala delle Sibille, where the room’s walls and ceiling are
panelled in wood in the traditional Alpine style.
One of the engineering highlights of The Bernina Line is the
Brusio Circular Viaduct, a circular stretch of track built to reduce
the gradient of the railway line to a more manageable 7% in order to
change elevations from the heights of the Alps to the lower altitude of
Tirano, the town in Italy that is the terminus of The Bernina Express.
The Bernina Line between St. Moritz and Tirano is one of the few
railway lines in the world accorded the prestigious UNESCO World
Heritage status.
For travellers to the Lake Geneva region, The GoldenPass Line
connects Lucerne with Montreux via Interlaken and Zweisimmen
passing through the mountains of the Bernese Oberland on its way.

The view of Lake Geneva as it is revealed upon exiting the last tunnel
just before the train’s arrival at the Montreux station on a sunny
day is nothing less than spectacular. Along the GoldenPass Line is
Gstaad, the legendary village home to the world’s most exclusive
boarding school, Le Rosey, whose alumni include members of many
royal families. This small village hosts numerous events to keep its
sophisticated residents entertained, including the annual Menuhin
Music Festival and Swiss Open men’s tennis tournament.
As if travelling the far reaches of Switzerland as a passenger on
one of these trains were not special enough, it is also possible to
charter a train or a private carriage to be attached to any scheduled
train in the country. Whether preferences run to the modern facilities
of Le Salon de Luxe or the historical aura of The Red Arrow
Churchill, the experience of travelling by private railway car elevates
the already lofty Swiss rail experience to a yet higher level. Aside
from long-distance premium panoramic trains around Switzerland,
local areas also have trains covering shorter distances. One of these
is the Rhaetian Railway open-air scenic carriages that run from
Landquart along the spectacular Albula Line to Samedan in Engadin.
It comes as something of a pleasant surprise that holders of a
Swiss Travel Pass can enjoy unlimited travel on these special scenic
rail journeys. The Swiss Travel Pass entitles travellers to ride not only
all trains in Switzerland, including premium panoramic trains such as
The Glacier Express, The Bernina Express and The GoldenPass Line,
but also all buses and boats. Seat reservations for premium panoramic
trains are required but easily made online or in person at a Swiss
railway station.
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HIKING TRIPS HIKER’S PARADISE

SWITZERLAND
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Do it on Foot

From lakes to mountains to chalet-filled villages,
Switzerland is a hiker’s paradise. By Becca Hensley

I

n the footsteps of Mark Twain, one of the world’s best known
authors, I trudge up a mountain called Rigi in Switzerland. Six
thousand feet high, majestic Rigi lords over glistening Lake
Lucerne, stares down adjacent, snow-capped mountains across
the water, and casts shadows on emerald valleys and tiny,
shore-sited villages. Twain referred to this landscape “as charming
as glimpses of dreamland.”
Based on my awe-filled observations as I hike, every direction
proves out Twain’s paradisiacal description. Cows, their colossal
bells clanging from their necks, watch me clamber across uneven
trails, through wildflower flecked meadows, into fragrant forests
and atop ancient rocks. My guide urges me on—allowing me to stop
only occasionally to read the informational signs that accompany
the 10.4 kilometre Mark Twain Trail, one of many pathways up the
mountain.
The touristic hike, suitable for beginners and interesting for
Twain fans, holds a variety of rest stops, highlighted by signs
presenting Twain fun facts and quotes. Like a child following
breadcrumbs, I run from sign to sign, barely noticing how fast I
progress up the mountain. “Slow down,” says my guide, looking at
his watch. “It took Twain days to get to the top. At this rate, you’ll
be up in two hours.”
Winding from the lakeside village of Weggis to Rigi Kulm (the
highest point of the mountain), The Mark Twain Trail, one of many
dedicated hiking opportunities in Switzerland, follows a classic
ascent, a route used by residents for centuries.
The way up became easier when the Swiss built Europe’s first
cogwheel train in 1871. Today, a ride up offers a popular alternative
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to huffing and puffing on the mountain. Many take the train to the
top, then hike down, stopping to take a swim in the mineral baths
at Mineralbad & Spa Rigi Kaltbad, a retreat with a mountainside
infinity pool and saunas galore. I finish my homage to Twain with
a dip in chilly, crystalline Lake Lucerne at my hotel, Park Hotel
Vitznau. I may have rewarded myself with a glass of Swiss wine at
their waterside cafe.
Slip on your trekking boots to enjoy Switzerland’s plethora of
mountains, characteristic villages complete with red geraniums
growing in window boxes, rugged mountain huts amid meadows,
cheesy fondue, and more than 65,000 kilometres of way-marked
trails. Whether you’re hiking alone, with a group, for days on end or
for just an afternoon, Switzerland’s paths trails offer something for
everyone.
Family Outing Inspire kids to have a lifelong love for hiking
with this easy, 6-kilometre ramble in the Swiss National Park in the
Graubuenden region. It wends from Champlönch to Il Fuorn amid
rolling, emerald terrain. Look for the animal statues, from marmot
to deer, meant to encourage children as they trek. Who needs a
playground, when the mountains await?
Oenophile Way It takes about three hours to trudge from St.
Saphorin to Lutry, along the banks of Lake Geneva. That’s just about
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HIKING TRIPS HIKER’S PARADISE
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enough time to get thirsty, a good thing since you’re hiking through
part of Switzerland’s esteemed wine region. As you step, gaze at
the perilously steep vineyards, hillside terraces so stunning they’ve
garnered UNESCO protection. Begin in medieval St. Saphorin to
follow uphill/downhill paths, edged by wine cellars galore.
Culinary March Slogging through Switzerland’s mountainous
landscape, you’ll work up an appetite. Let the Saaneland’s Fondue
Hike motivate you. This stunning section of Switzerland, near Gstaad,
known for its variety of cheese satisfies epicurean travellers. Purchase
a fondue rucksack (available at area cheese shops), pre-packed with
supplies. Then head to the villages of either Wispile or Schlittmoos to
begin. Hike the panoramic scenery, stopping to cook your lunch at one
of two path-side huts, cleverly outfitted with oversized fondue pots,
plus everything you need for a cheesy picnic.
Forest Bathing Japan gets credit for popularising the forest bathing
movement, a trend which turns a walk through the woods into a
moment of mindfulness and reflection. The Swiss, however, have been
“bathing” amongst trees for centuries. Base in Zug to access countless
trails amid lake and mountain. Walk with Zug Forest Bathing Meetup,
which organises group hikes and meditation.
Regal Ramble Fairytale castles add romance to Switzerland’s
ancient landscape. Experience three stellar fortresses in one hike that
starts and finishes in charming Bellinzona, a city in the Italian-speaking
region. Begin near the railway station at Montebello Castle, then
proceed in the direction of Artore, to find Sasso Corbaro Castle. Walk
amongst chestnut trees, orchards and vineyards, finally reaching views
of jaw dropping Castelgrande. Take a photo of Lake Maggiore seen in
the distance.
The Marathon You’ll have to train for this one: The Via Alpina
reigns as the best known long trek trail in Switzerland. A stellar way
to see six unique Swiss cantons, this long distance trail crosses 14
Alpine passes on its more than 390-kilometre tour of the tiny nation.
Wide roads and narrow ridge paths, plus a plethora of flora and fauna,
comprise the approximately 20-day route, which begins in Vaduz and
ends in buzzy Montreux, one of Lake Geneva’s most famous shoreside
towns.
For information on Swiss hiking trails www.myswitzerland.com

This page, clockwise from top left, A hike through the Swiss wine country has
an added benefit--hikers can stop to taste wines and try regional foods at
wineries and characteristic restaurants along the route; In Gstaad, hikers will
pass a giant fondue pot, where they can stop and make themselves lunch
on the mountain; One way to get up Mt. Rigi is my funicular. The nostalgic
ride is a delight for hikers of all ages Previous page, from top, Enjoying the
Swiss summer while hiking from the Wispile to Lauenensee; Hikers often
stop for a break after their ascent, sipping hot chocolate or having a beer
before the long trek back down
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Explore the world of Kambly, Switzerland‘s best known and most popular premium biscuit brand. The Kambly Experience is a great day out for the whole family. Join the founder of Kambly in his first bakery and take your pick of over 100 varieties of biscuits. The
Kambly Experience in Trubschachen can easily be reached by train or car from Interlaken
(60 min), Bern (35 min) or Lucerne (45 min) and is open seven days a week. The entry is free.

Kambly Experience, Muehlestrasse 8, CH-3555 Trubschachen, www.kambly.ch/experience
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